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INTRODUCTION  INTRODUCTION

The Bett Show returns 
to ExCeL London from 
January 21 to 24 January 

2015, for its 31st year.
The show is expected to once 

again attract around 35,000 visitors 
from across the world over the 
course of its four days.

When asked why they attend 
Bett each year, visitors commonly 
say “to learn” or “to be inspired 
for the year ahead” or simply “to 
give me the comfort that I am 
investing in the right products for 
our specific needs”.

Indeed, Bett has become 
the global meeting place for 
educators with a passion for the 
transformational power of learning 
technology.

Many of these educators will be 
visiting Bett for its unparalleled 
quality and quantity of seminars 
and conferences. 

There is a broad range of free 
CPD offered by the LearnLive 

CPD sessions, School Leaders 
Summit, and the popular speaking 
sessions in the Bett Arena, which 
attracts teachers and school leaders 
searching to be inspired, informed 
and trained.

At the same time, Bett is 
famed for its huge exhibition. 
Furthermore, many exhibitors, 
rather than focusing on the “hard 
sell”, see Bett as the opportunity 
to meet with their audiences, to 
understand their needs and offer 
advice and the opportunity to 
really understand the place of the 
products in the classroom.

In just one day, visitors can meet 
with various suppliers of a specific 
product or service, evaluate each 
and ask all the questions needed to 
make an informed decision.

The past few years have seen 
major changes in education, with 
greater autonomy for schools, new 
curricula, new assessment policies, 
and new subject focuses. 

Welcome to SecEd’s annual preview to 
Bett, the world’s largest event for learning 
technology, which in January will once again 
be attracting educators from across the 
world to London’s ExCeL

 

  

• An LMS all about collaboration

• Solutions for keeping students on task

• An MDM made just for education

• And a filter all about access rather than 
over-blocking

Demonstrations, presentations and hands-on 
activities throughout the show!

Get started at: 
lightspeedsystems.com/BETT2015

We’ll help you get back to that, by 
making managing devices, standards, 
assessments, digital content and web 
access easier, so you can focus on 
what really matters…Students

This is why 
you went into 
education
To inspire curious minds and 
fuel a lifelong love of learning

Join us at Stand D180 to find 
out how we can help you.

BETT-15-Half Page Ad-IC.indd   1 11/17/14   10:22 AM
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Alongside all of this, schools 
are being urged more and more to 
operate as businesses, having to 
manage tighter budgets in a tough 
economic environment – all of 
which makes it vital that schools 
ensure they are making the wisest 
investments. 

To this end, the majority of 
exhibitors at Bett encourage a 
hands-on “try and test” experience 
for visitors, featuring interactive 
demonstrations, free guidance and 
advice on all the latest products 
and services. 

It may require a day away from 
the school, but the benefits of the 
CPD content and opportunity to 
ensure you are investing in exactly 
the right product for your needs at 
the right price are invaluable. 

Preparing for Bett
We recommend that you plan 
your visit in advance. The 
first step is to register for the 
show. Entry is free of charge 
but registering in advance will 
save you time completing your 
registration on arrival. 

Introductions
• Introduction to Bett 2015 Pages 2-3
• State of the ICT nation  Page 4

Bett highlights and advice
• Learning management systems  Page 6
• Bett Arena  Pages 8-9
• Professor Stephen Heppell  Page 9
• Bett survival guide  Page 10

• Exhibition: Bett Futures  Pages 12-14
• Exhibitor listings A-Z Pages 15 & 18
• Bett overview floorplan Pages 16-17
• Information about ExCEL Page 17

Bett CPD seminar previews
• App creation & programming Page 20
• The computing curriculum Page 21
• Social media Page 22

• Mobile devices Page 22
• Real-world learning Page 23

My Bett Exhibitor Guides
• Assessment Page 25
• Computing & STEM  Page 26
• SEN Page 27
• English Baccalaureate Pages 28-29
• School leaders Page 30

Furthermore, with a show 
floor space equal to the size of 
13 Olympic-sized swimming 
pools, the next step is to research 
the exhibitors you want to visit 
and the seminars you want to 
attend.

Creating a route and schedule 
in advance will ensure every 
minute of your time is invested 
well. This can all be done on 
the Bett Show website. We also 
advise visitors to reserve their 
seat at the seminars – although 
they are free of charge, they can 
easily get fully booked.

At the show
Once you arrive at the show, 
the main Information Point, run 
by the education sector’s trade 
association and the co-founders 

Contents: Bett Guide 2015

of Bett, the British Educational 
Suppliers’ Association (BESA), 
is the best place to go for any 
information or guidance. 

Situated at the heart of the 
show floor, BESA can help 
visitors plan their visit to get 
the most from the day, and 
educators can also pick up a 
copy of the BESA book which 
lists all 300-plus BESA members 
– educational suppliers of every 
kind who adhere to a stringent 
Code of Practice, offering 
schools peace of mind when 
looking for new products and 
services for their school.

Further information
To register and for full details of 
the Bett Show 2015, visit  
www.bettshow.com

Bett Show top tips
• With so much to see at Bett, it is recommended that you 

pre-plan your visit. 
• Register for the show in advance of your visit on the Bett 

website (www.bettshow.com). It is free and gives you fast-
track entry. 

• Post-show planning is just as important as pre-show 
planning. Gather information and take the time to reflect on 
what you saw at the show. 

• Make the most of the BESA Information Point – it is there 
to help you get the most from your visit and can point you 
in the direction of the suppliers addressing your areas of 
interest.

• Reserve a free seat for your chosen seminars in advance of 
the show through the website.

• Take advantage of the networking opportunities that the 
show provides – share ideas and source advice from peers. 

• And last but not least, wear comfortable shoes! 

Bett Show facts and figures
• The first ever Bett show was held in 1985 as the “Hi Technology and Computers in Education 

Exhibition” at the Barbican Centre, London.
• As the use of technology in education increased, so did the show and in 1993 it moved to 

London Olympia.
• Annually, Bett attracts around 35,000 visitors from more than 100 different countries.
• More than 600 companies who market to schools, colleges and education establishments 

exhibit at the show.
• The show floor space at ExCeL London equals that of 13 Olympic-sized swimming pools.
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STATE OF THE NATION

As Bett 2015 approaches, 
Caroline Wright, director 
of the British Educational 
Suppliers Association, looks 
at some current trends in the 
education technology sector 
and how to make the most of 
your trip to the show

Bett has grown over the years because 
of the government’s investment in 
technology in schools combined with 

the sector’s appreciation of the transformational 
learning experience that technology can offer. 

It is because the UK was possibly the first 
country to start this journey that each year Bett 
now attracts several thousand visitors from 
overseas.

The adoption of technology in UK schools 
continues to grow according to our latest annual 
ICT in UK State Schools research. 

ICT budgets are to increase by nine per 
cent during 2014/15, to £64,400 in a typical 
secondary school. In fact, in 2015/16, secondary 
school ICT budgets look set to grow at the 
strongest rate since 2004.

Unsurprisingly, investment in desktops and to 
a lesser extend laptops is decreasing while tablet 
investment rises. The projections for 2015, show 
that secondary school tablet expansion will 
advance. Secondary schools currently indicate 
around 57 tablets per school, but forecast an 
increase in 2015 to 86 devices.

However, despite the UK leading the way in 
the adoption of technology, it appears that pupils 
in more than half of all UK state schools have 
poor access to ICT and computers. 

Last year secondary schools estimated 
that 681,000 hardware devices used wi-fi 
connectivity, but the forecast has increased 
significantly to 877,000 for 2015, so the trend is 
obviously, on average, upward. 

The concern is that poor wireless provision 
was cited as a major problem in many 
schools, with 54 per cent of secondary schools 
considering themselves under-resourced in wi-fi 
connectivity.

It was when we interrogated the data further 
that we started to see a pattern emerging – the 
majority of schools with poor connectivity were 
located in rural areas. And of course it is not just 
about the connectivity. Without good access to 
the internet, the adoption of mobile technologies 
such as tablets is restricted.

In today’s digital society, classroom 
connectivity to an online world of knowledge 
and resources should be a right for every student 
in their place of learning and not a lottery. 

We are sharing these findings with the 
Department for Culture Media and Sport and 
the Treasury joint consultation on Digital 
Communications Infrastructure, but we also 

urge you to visit Bett to meet with the various 
providers to help break this trend.

Other areas of interest that came out of the 
research include a need for CPD due to the 
increasing number of tablets in the classroom. 

It was fascinating to observe the findings of 
our Tablets and Connectivity research, which 
initially suggested that the awareness of tablets 
in schools is decreasing.

However, contrary to this, our research 
shows that the cost and mobility of tablets has 
undoubtedly resulted in a significant rise in 
their adoption in schools. What this “decreasing 
awareness” actually highlights is a common trait 
of the technology adoption life cycle of most 
“new to market” products. In the early days 
of using any new technology there is a slow 
increase in awareness and appreciation of the 
product. After this initial stage, teachers begin 
to realise that the potential for the technology’s 
usage is far greater than they anticipated or 
had experienced, and in turn feel less confident 
about their capabilities and knowledge, or in 
other words “less aware”. This emphasises the 
need for CPD for teachers in the implementation 
and use of tablets and apps; something that is on 
offer, free of charge at Bett and we recommend 
you to take up.

Making the most of Bett
Despite schools feeling they may now be 
financially secure enough once again for 

planned investments, we still recommend the 
following steps to ensure that your day at Bett 
(and your money) is well-invested.

Step 1: Asset management
If a product or resource requirement has 
been identified ensure other departments 
don’t already have these tucked away in the 
cupboards that they no longer use.

Step 2: Evaluation
Make a list of all suppliers of these products and 
services before you visit Bett and ideally print 
off a floor plan from the Bett Show website 
to map out the most efficient route around the 
exhibition floor. 

Step 3: CPD
As highlighted earlier, to ensure you use the 
technologies effectively, CPD is a vital part of 
any product investment. Review the broad range 
of seminars on offer and reserve your place in 
advance.

Step 4: Total cost of ownership
Always remember, the initial cost is not the 
total cost. Costs such as the warranty, service 
and support, training, upgrades and multi-user 
licence fees can make a big difference to the 
total cost. 

Step 5: BESA member
Possibly the easiest way to find out if you have 
chosen a good supplier is to see if they are 
a BESA member. Check this by visiting our 
website. This is not to say that you should only 
buy from BESA members, but the code of best 
practice supply that they have to adhere to does 
give you some comfort in knowing that they are 
ethical, high-quality organisations.

• Caroline Wright is director of BESA. Visit 
www.besa.org.uk

Further information
BESA is the education sector’s trade association 
and launched the first Bett 31 years ago. 
BESA will be operating the Bett Show 2015 
Information Point on Stand C380.

Technology trends in 2015

‘ICT budgets are  
to increase by nine 

per cent during 
2014/15, to £64,400  

in a typical  
secondary school’



Powerful online screener,  
diagnostic and resources  
to improve  

English & maths

Covers every  
element of the  

GCSE  
curriculum

100%  
differentiation  
for all learners

“Without question,  
the most flexible  
solution to help 
raise standards 

and enhance  
pupil progress...”

Rob Brown, 
Black Country  
Wheels School

Improve  
GCSE success  

rates in your school!

t: 01623 413333    e: enquiries@bksb.co.uk
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LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Learning Management 
Systems are all about driving 
up student achievement. 
Earnie Kramer looks at 
what makes an effective LMS

We have heard some comments 
lately that suggest schools are 
missing the point when it comes to 

learning management systems (LMS):
• “We give our teachers choice. They can 

pick whatever free LMS solution works for 
them.”

• “We don’t need an LMS.”
• “We have an LMS and nobody uses it 

much, so why would I want another one?”
 Teacher choice sounds like a great thing, 

and empowerment of teachers is definitely 
something missing and needed in our schools 
today. But not when it comes to an LMS. Not 
having a school-wide top-down LMS or not 
having one that is used regularly is not a step 
forward in individuality, it is a step backward 
in learning. Here’s why.

The whole point of an LMS is increased 
student achievement. It isn’t just about 
paperless exams or easier assignments 
or parent portals or online discussions or 
collaborative documents — though all 
those things are great LMS features that 
can certainly contribute to increased student 
achievement.

It is about increasing student achievement 
and being able to see what is working 
and what is not so you can measure and 
adjust and measure again, making iterative 
improvements — not just for one class or one 
year, but for a student’s entire academic life.

If a school is using multiple, disparate 
solutions, they are missing the opportunity 
to get both a latitudinal and a longitudinal 
view of student achievement — and student 
growth — that spans classes and years and 
includes both traditional and non-traditional 
assessment opportunities.

Students lose out on the consistency of a 
single platform and a single place to go for 
assignments and announcements and a way 
to gauge their progress across all courses.

Parents miss out because they are either 
trying to juggle multiple apps or websites for 
multiple kids and teachers or — more likely 
— they gave up juggling and are disengaged.

Teachers lose out on a shared, collaborative 
community that can help them do more with 
less time — and on the ability to see whole-
student or whole-class progress.

Administrators miss out on a holistic view 
of how students and teachers are performing, 

and how programmes or initiatives are 
paying off.

And IT staff miss out on the opportunity 
to ensure that all solutions used across the 
schools are compliant with data privacy, 
security, and student safety requirements.

Similarly, having an LMS that is not often 
used or a bad experience with an LMS in the 
past is no reason to sideline LMS solutions 
altogether. 

Did you have the right LMS for your 
school? Was it rolled out properly? Were 
teachers part of the process, and trained 
effectively? And did it have the features 
(social, community, collaboration) that keep 
people coming back to sites? The right LMS 
gets used because it helps people to do the 
things they need to do and discover new 
things they want to do.

Another barrier holding schools back from 
choosing an LMS is along the lines of “we’re 
not 1:1 with devices yet, so we’re waiting 
for that”. However, while you are in progress 
on your mobile device plans, you can start 
getting students used to online formative 
assessments, collaboration, research and 
other tech skills with carts of devices, labs, 
shared devices, home devices, or BYOD 
policies. Then when the devices come, your 
teachers and students will be ready to make 
the most of them.

Having a standard when it comes to an 
LMS in your schools does not mean teaching 
and learning are standardised, it can make 
exceptional teaching and learning easier. 
And a solution implemented top-down does 
not mean teachers lack power, rather it can 
empower them to do more amazing things.

A top-down LMS solution implemented 
consistently across a school goes beyond 
solving individual problems (like one-off 
apps can do) to help you meet the underlying 

goal: driving increased and on-going student 
engagement and achievement. Well, it does if 
you choose an agile and adaptable one, made 
for education and designed with education 
needs in mind.

Wallace High School in Northern Ireland 
is among those to have adopted My Big 
Campus as their LMS. David Simpson, 
assistant ICT co-ordinator, explained: “We 
needed a simpler way of being able to share 
information with the students. We found that 
when we were tying to email work out to a 
class, it would take far too long to set up. 

“With My Big Campus, all of the student 
details were uploaded from our SIMS data 
and it just made that sharing of information 
so quick and easy. With the click of a button, 
we can share educational resources with 
every student or specific groups.”

Samuel Lister Academy in West Yorkshire 
has also adopted the system. Principal Bec 
Treacher said: “My Big Campus allows 
us the creativity around being able to flip 
the classroom, which is something very 
important for us. Staff are really engaging 
with the idea and are uploading their 
resources in advance and students are coming 
to lessons better prepared and with more 
questions.” 

• Earnie Kramer is a director with 
Lightspeed Systems, which provides an 
integrated solution for mobile management, 
safety and collaborative learning.

Further information
• For more information on My Big Campus, 

go to www.mybigcampus.co.uk or contact 
emeiasales@lightspeedsystems.com. 

• For more on Lightspeed Systems, go to 
www.lightspeedsystems.com or visit them 
at Bett 2015 on Stand D180.

What makes for an effective 
Learning Management System?
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Freedom to learn
Freedom to discover

Inspire lifelong learning  
with SMART solutions 

SMART offers a whole new generation of learning 
and collaborative technology that  gives students the 
freedom to learn. To help you stay abreast of our latest 
innovations, we are offering a range of FREE Inspiration 
Sessions, hosted in our exclusive Platinum Suite.

• Experience the Magic of SMART kapp - the latest 
innovation in dry-erase boards

• Collaboration in Action - SMART amp Camp

• The Power of SMART Notebook

• The SOLE Challenge - Teaching, Learning  
and Technology

• Didactic led Approach to Collaboration with  
SMART amp

• ITEC led Approach to Collaboration with SMART amp

Reserve your space now!*

To see the full schedule and book  
a seminar please visit 

www.steljes.com/Bett15

21ST -24TH JANUARY 2015
EXCEL LONDON

Join us at stand F228 to discover more.

*Subject to availability
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES

The Bett Arena will once again take centre 
stage at the heart of Bett. Reflecting the 
show’s reputation as the global meeting 

place for those with a passion for learning 
technology, this grand amphitheatre space is the 
place to hear first-hand from inspirational and 
motivating speakers. Among the key themes for 
the Bett Arena at Bett 2015 are:
• Enhanced access to education through 

technology: traditional and disruptive ideas.
• Evidence-based education.
• Creating collaborative minds and personalised 

teaching.
• A global and regional outlook of enhanced 

access to education.
• Creating a legacy of change.

So, who can visitors expect to hear from in 
the Arena this time around? Detailed below are 
some of this year’s Bett Arena highlights.

Nicky Morgan, secretary of state
On the opening day of Bett 2015 there is an 
opportunity to hear from Nicky Morgan, the 
relatively new secretary of state for education.

Ms Morgan’s ministerial address will outline 
her vision across critical educational policy 
areas, including the school curriculum, school 
improvement and the establishment of academies 
and free schools. How will reform in these areas 
be achieved or enhanced through education 
technology?

Her opening address will be given at Bett 
2015 on Wednesday, January 21, at 11am. 
Ms Morgan will also be doing a tour of the 
mile-long exhibition, featuring more than 600 
exhibitors.

Maggie Philbin, founder of TeenTech
At 11am on Saturday, January 24, Maggie 
Philbin, television and radio presenter and the 
founder of TeenTech, will be taking to the stage 
to present her session entitled Understanding the 
Five Key Areas for Successful ‘Digital Schools’. 
She will be joined by the Young Digital 
Taskforce.

Ms Philbin is well-known for her work on the 
much loved Tomorrow’s World, and she has kept 
her finger on the pulse of science and technology 
ever since. 

Now presenting Bang Goes the Theory, 
she has had a busy five years reporting for 
BBC Breakfast, Inside Out, BBC Webwise 
and This Morning, as well as heading up the 
BBC’s Digital Switchover and writing for The 
Guardian.

In 2008, Ms Philbin created TeenTech, an 
interactive science and engineering event for 
teenagers which was awarded Best Engineering 
Event by the British Science Association in 
2010. TeenTech now runs 12 large scale-events 
across the UK, including in Northern Ireland and 
Wales.

With the encouragement of Buckingham 
Palace, in 2012 she set up the TeenTech Awards, 
which encourage teenagers to work with industry 
and academia on projects to make life “better, 
simpler and easier” in categories identified 
as key industries of the future. The inaugural 
awards in June 2013 were an overwhelming 
success and will now run annually.

Sir Ken Robinson
Visitors can hear from the internationally 
recognised leader in the development of 

The Bett Arena
The Bett Arena offers access 
to some of the world’s 
highest profile speakers and 
2015 will be no different.  
We preview some of this 
year’s keynote addresses
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education, Sir Ken Robinson, at 4:15pm on 
Friday, January 23. His session, Out of Our 
Minds: Learning to be Creative, borrows its title 
from one of his ground-breaking books. The 
session will focus on how national education 
systems are being reformed worldwide to meet 
the challenges of the 21st century.

Sir Ken is one of the world’s leading speakers. 
The videos of his famous 2006 and 2010 talks 
to the prestigious TED Conference have been 
seen by an estimated 200 million people in more 
than 150 countries. He works with governments 
in Europe, Asia and the USA, with international 
agencies, Fortune 500 companies and some of 
the world’s leading cultural organisations. 

In 1998, he led a national commission on 
creativity, education and the economy for the 
UK government.

In 2003, Sir Ken received a knighthood for his 
services to the arts, and in 2005, he was named 
as one of TIME/FORTUNE/CNN’s “Principal 
Voices”.

Sir Ken will also be delivering this year’s 
closing speech at 2pm on Saturday, January 24, 
on “Creating a Legacy of Change”. 

Jimmy Wales, founder of Wikipedia 
Jimmy Wales, the founder of Wikipedia – the 
fifth most popular website in the world – has 

been announced as a keynote speaker at Bett 
2015.

Ranked as one of TIME Magazine’s 100 Most 
Influential People, he is set to inspire educators 
at Bett 2015 in his session, The New Paradigm 
of Open Access to Information, which will take 
place at midday on Wednesday, January 21.

As a leading technology futurist, Mr Wales 
will discuss how open-source and open-content 
technology is changing the way we access 
information. 

He will highlight how this will affect the 
fundamental ways that businesses interact in the 
future, and the session will support educators 
in ensuring their students are acquainted with 
this rapidly evolving technology, and able to 
compete in the digital workforce. 

Further information
To view the full Bett Arena programme, visit 
www.bettshow.com

Arena 
headliners:  
Wikipedia 
founder 
Jimmy 
Wales will 
be among 
the keynote 
speakers 
in the Bett 
Arena for 
2015, while 
education 
secretary 
Nicky Morgan 
will be 
attending 
her first Bett 
Show since 
taking up her 
cabinet role

Learning is changing rapidly at the moment 
– faster than in my entire career, perhaps 
faster than ever. The detail of that change 
is coming in no small part from the bottom 
up: a groundswell of engaged learners, brave 
teachers and innovative companies too.

Very little is coming from governments, 
despite plenty of bluster worldwide. 

The old days of a ministerial decree at the 
beginning and a huge trade show delivering 
solutions – with companies telling customers 
about new directions – have given way 
to a hugely important festival of tech-rich 
learning: stands filled with conversation 
(we’ve had to make the walkways wider!), 
whole regions (Scandinavia) sending along 
people to be in that conversation, and the 
smart companies hosting and provoking 
questions and swapping solutions.

Guests are finding places to exchange “our 
point” rather than a place to sit and watch 
PowerPoint. Learning of course has never 
been so cool – with our television sets filled 
by folk learning to dance, bake, skate, dive 
and more. 

Learning isn’t quite yet the new rock and 
roll, but it certainly has everyone’s attention! 
Bett is centre stage in all this.

What I’m hoping is that the newcomers to 
Bett – the corporate ones – will bring even 
more to the emotion of all this, will be seen 
as part of the excitement and the conversation 
and will feel the pace, so that they too can be 
part of the emerging solutions. 

It is fascinating to see the London show 
becoming very much the “mothership” of a 
string of globally distributed conversations, 
and of course as learning goes ever more 
global, the importantly large global players 
are needed if learning is going to make a 
difference in the world.

Each year of Bett used to show a steady 
and useful iteration and evolution – but now 
the pace is such that each year feels like 
a decade! That has made Bett way more 
important than just a trade show, and way 
more exciting too.

What I’m enjoying most is seeing this 
evolve not in a way that drops the old players 
and embraces the new, but in a way that 
grows the new breadth of contributors and has 
a really significant role for everyone – in the 
arena, in the walkways and coffee bars (and 
bars!), over breakfasts, everywhere. 

As learning changes there will be 
casualties, but I do think we have got Bett just 
right, not simply to survive but to be right at 
the heart of where this is all going – in fact to 
be a key catalyst in that change and to thrive. 
Just imagine how cool Bett 2025 will be!

Central Feature with Heppell.net
At Bett 2015, Prof Heppell will once again be 
running the Central Feature. 

The aim is for the stand to act as a one-
stop-shop for visitors, enabling them to 
ask questions to the experts who have the 
answers. 

Visitors can seek advice from each “pod” 
of experts, or attend the regular informal 
panel sessions, which will run throughout 
each day and focus on a variety of themes, 
chaired by Prof Heppell. 

There will also be a number of student 
demonstrations as learners play a key role in 
what is happening on the stand. Visitors will 
have the opportunity to ask them about the 
role of wearables and immersive technology 
in tomorrow’s classroom or about the 
practical issues of effective practice today.

More details about the Central Feature will 
be available soon from www.bettshow.com

The Bett conversation
Bett wouldn’t be Bett without the catalyst 
for change that is Professor Stephen 
Heppell. He reflects here on the increasing 
speed of technological evolution
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SHOW ADVICE

The sheer size of Bett can 
make attending the show 
a challenging experience. 
Philippa Wilding seeks out 
some advice for a successful 
visit to Bett 2015

Tip 1: Visit with the whole school in mind 
Deciding what stands to visit is very much 
dependent on your role, your school’s 
development priorities and your approach to 
ICT. So, consult with colleagues before you 
visit. Think about where you are looking to 
improve the use of ICT overall, and not just 
in your area. 

Once you have a clear vision, meticulously 
go through the list of exhibitors on the 
official Bett website and check their online 
profiles to see which companies can provide 
you with the technology that matches your 
exact requirements.

“One of our key priorities is SEN,” 
explained Neil McClements, vice-principal of 
Rainey Endowed School in Northern Ireland. 
“So, during my last visit, I dedicated half a 
day to talking to every relevant company. It 
was well worth the investment in time.” 

Tip 2: Do your homework
“There is so much to see that you can easily 
miss lots of things that you would have 
liked to have seen,” points out Alex Leggett, 
assistant headteacher at Lampton School in 
Hounslow. He urges visitors to plan, plan and 
plan again.

Mr McClements concurs: “It’s important 
that you organise your day in advance 
especially, if like me, you have to travel quite 
some distance. 

“I remember my first experience of Bett. 
I was completely in awe of the scale of the 
event and didn’t really maximise its full 
potential. But I learnt a valuable lesson and 
when I attended the second time, it proved to 
be a far more productive visit.”

Tip 3: Download the Bett app
“Don’t underestimate the scale of the event,” 
warns education IT blogger, Stuart Wilkie (@
thescarfedone), and having attended the event 
both as a visitor and exhibitor, he is well 
placed to offer advice to those attending Bett 
for the first time. 

Mr Wilkie urges visitors to download 
the Bett app on to their phone or tablet in 
advance: “It allows you to plan routes and can 
save you valuable time needlessly roaming the 
venue trying to find a particular stand.”

Tip 4: Bag a bargain
Mr Wilkie also reveals that many suppliers 
offer discounts at the show. So, if you are 

keen to make savings, ensure you have 
permission from school to buy before you 
go. That way you can place an order when 
offered a good deal.

Tip 5: Book meetings in advance
“First-time visitors should also utilise the 
meeting booking facilities provided on the 
Bett website,” suggested Nicola Crosbie, 
senior events executive at Capita SIMS. 
“You can request meetings with exhibitors in 
advance, so you do not need to wait around 
to talk to the right person. It’s an excellent 
idea for those pushed for time.” 

Tip 6: Don’t just pick up a brochure
“Get involved too,” urged Ms Crosbie. “If 
you simply amble around, pick up brochure 
after brochure and don’t ask exhibitors 
questions, you won’t get the real value out 
of the show. Engage with the people on 
the stands. Allow them to scan your entry 
badge or bring an ample supply of business 
cards so if you like something, you can ask 
an exhibitor to email you the information. 
This way, you will not make the mistake of 
carrying leaflets and brochures around all 
day that you will only end up putting in the 
recycling bin a week or two later.” 

Tip 7: Venture off the beaten track
“After visiting your chosen companies, it 
is worth wandering around just to look at 
who else is there,” said Phil Neal, managing 
director of Capita SIMS. “Many companies 
have presentations throughout the show – 
stand a little distance away and see if the 
content interests you.” 

Mr Leggett also cautions against ignoring 
some of the smaller exhibitors: “There 

are often some little known gems on the 
periphery, so explore the far corners of the 
event too.”

Tip 8: Ditch the Cuban heels
The consensus of opinion is that comfy, 
dare we say sensible shoes are an absolute 
must. “And I always bring a couple of 
bottles of water as well as a packed lunch,” 
explained Graham Cooper, head of product 
strategy at Capita SIMS. “And don’t opt 
for a heavy winter coat as the queue for the 
cloakroom at the start and the end of the day 
is horrendous.”

Tip 9: Meet friends old and new
“The event is a great chance to meet up with 
people you know so that you can compare 
notes on the seminars and stands,” said 
teacher, education blogger and author, Rachel 
Jones (@rlj1981). “Go with an open mind, be 
prepared to talk to a lot of people and learn a 
lot too,” she added. 

Before the event, post a tweet to see 
whether any of your followers will be 
attending. It might be your only chance to 
have a face-to-face chat with other teachers 
who work in a different part of the country.

Tip 10: Enjoy the show
“The motto for Bett should read ‘Be prepared 
to be surprised’,” Mr Cooper said. “I’m 
always taken aback with the very latest 
innovation – and I’ve attended the event for 
quite some time. Go with an open mind and 
be prepared to be excited by the diversity of 
the technology on show.”

• Philippa Wilding is head of school 
improvement at Capita SIMS (Stand B260).

A guide to Bett survival 
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For 2015, Bett has 
announced the arrival of 
a new initiative entitled 
Bett Futures. The aim is to 
nurture innovative education 
technology start-ups and 
offer these organisations an 
exhibition and CPD area

Bett Futures is being run in association 
with leading education think-tank, 
the Education Foundation. It involves 

a panel of educators who have selected 
the 30 new businesses with solutions that 
they believe could have the most impact on 
education.

The selected businesses have then been 
offered a choice of two bespoke packages 
based on their market status, 
involvement in a range of Bett 
fringe events, specialist 
business support, 
and extensive 
marketing 
resources.

The two 
available packages 
are the Seed Level 
package, aimed at 
emerging start-ups, 
and the Grow package, 
designed for businesses that 
are already gaining exposure 
and developing their networks. 

So who are the 30 chosen start-up 
companies who will be exhibiting in the Bett 
Futures space this year? Below is a snapshot 
of the 20 Seed Level winners and the 10 
Grow package winners. Also, on page 14 
you can find details of some of the CPD and 
discussion sessions taking place in the Bett 
Futures Theatre during the show.

Sparkjar
The first of the 20 Seed Level package 
winners is Sparkjar, a specialist in mobile 
software development that is working closely 
with teachers to address the challenges 
associated with 1:1 tablet deployment in UK 
schools. The company designs apps to help 
make teachers’ lives easier and reduce the 
burden of admin (Stand BFS1)

Loopy Computy
Loopy Computy was set up to help primary 

schools teach computing. The founder, an 
experienced primary teacher, ICT subject 
leader and local authority ICT advisor is 
committed to nurturing “joyful lifelong 
learners, inventors and creators” through 
innovative programming and blogging courses 
(Stand BFS2)

Wordbucket
The Wordbucket language learning game 
relies on a tried and tested “play to learn” 
philosophy and uses gamed-based learning 
science to help language learners build their 
vocabulary and language teachers to track, 
measure and improve student outcomes  
(Stand BFS3)

Now>press>play
Now>press>play is an 
educational resource 
that uses sound, 

story and technology to engage children. A 
now>press>play experience involves putting 
on wireless headphones and being immersed 
in sound. The children become a character in 
a story, meeting people, discovering places 
and solving problems, giving them a sense of 
educational adventure (Stand BFS9).

MASSOLIT
MASSOLIT is an educational content 
provider, specialising in arts and humanities 
resources for secondary school teachers. 
The company works with many academics 
across the world to produce “mini-lectures” 
in English, classics, history and philosophy 
(Stand BFS6).

Student Tutors
The virtual tutoring platform, Student Tutors 
offers a collaborative “digital knowledge 
exchange platform” with 1:1 tutoring for 
students across all disciplines (Stand BFS15).

Group U
Group U has also been awarded the Seed 
package for its collaborative technology, 

which helps teachers to encourage group work 
in lessons, improving student progress and 
their own CPD (Stand BFS8).

Bibblio
Encouraging a more fun learning environment 
is Bibblio, a social platform designed to gather 
popular learning materials from across the 
web, while also allowing users to create and 
share their own (Stand BFS10).

StudyGrasp 
StudyGrasp organises students’ work and 
commitments to help them get the most out of 
their studies with a clever mobile app (Stand 
BFS11).

EDUCATION4SIGHT 
EDUCATION4SIGHT is focused on making 
the most of IT, big data, analytics and mobile 
technologies in education. Its software 
helps stakeholders to address education 
challenges by analysing real-time data against 
performance indicators (Stand BFS12).

Everyone can Program
Everyone can Program has won for the launch 
of its “Thinking with Marbles” initiative. The 
project was launched in response to changes in 
the national curriculum and a growing demand 
for better programming education across the 
UK. It is based on classroom teaching and 
designed for key stage 2, to complement 

Looking to the future:  
30 emerging ICT start-ups
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existing classroom programming systems 
(Stand BFS17).

Monster Phonics
Game-style app, Monster Phonics, has been 
developed specifically to make phonics more 
accessible for all learners. The app relies 
on colour-coding and characterisation to 
accelerate progress in reading and also teaches 
handwriting and letter formation. A teachers’ 
website offers detailed lesson plans and 
resources (Stand BFS4).

ParentHub
ParentHub is a SmartPhone app developed 

by teachers and has been awarded for 
its school communication capability. 

It makes school communication 
accessible and is designed to 
improve parental engagement, 
increase teacher efficiency and 
reduce admin costs (Stand 
BFS13).

Nursery Book
Another winning company, 
Nursery Book, is a useful 
app for early years learning 
to help staff manage their 

teaching content, without the 
need for paperwork while also 

enabling parental engagement and 
interaction (Stand BFS16).

LearnerVerse
LearnerVerse, an e-learning resource 

that was developed in collaboration with 

the University of Chester, sees itself as an 
“education satnav”, allowing for learning from 
anywhere, at any time through short skill-
based lessons (Stand BFS20).

Games 4 Learning
Also awarded a Seed Level package is Games 
4 Learning for its innovative educational 
games, including “Bits & Bytes”, a card game 
that teaches children the fundamentals of 
coding (Stand BFS18).

Educater
Another winning start-up is Educater, a 
business built and supplied by the Publishing 
Foundry to automate document and 
information workflow for schools  
(Stand BFS14). 

Ed Place
Ed Place offers education resources for 
parents, created by teachers, to help get 
them engaged in their child’s learning. The 
resources cover English, maths and science 
across the national curriculum key stages  
1 to 4 (Stand BFS7).

Tech Will Save Us
Tech Will Save Us is a designer of DIY 
gadgets. The company provides handy kits 
and resources to teach pupils to build and 
code their own devices and ultimately become 
technology-makers (Stand BFS5).

Projectcampus
The last winning start-up in the Seed category 
is Projectcampus, an online learning platform 

to make courses and student projects in higher 
education more effective, engaging and 
meaningful (Stand BFS19).

Primo
The first of the 10 winning start-ups in the 
“Grow” category is Primo, a London based 
company owned by Solid Labs. Primo is 
dedicated to introducing programming logic 
to children, making it meaningful, fun and a 
great teaching tool for educators  
(Stand BFG10).

Point2Protect
Child e-safety provider, Point2Protect is the 
next winner in the category. The solution 
was developed in line with the imminent 
introduction of the new computing curriculum 
in England, which Point2Protect believes calls 
for a new type of e-safety provision  
(Stand BFG3).

Learning Data 
Learning Data is a successful cloud-based 
information management system, developed 
by teachers, for teachers, with the aim 
of offering a secure and cost-effective 
management tool (Stand BFG6).

Ai-Media
Ai-Media offers accurate live captioning that 
deliver real-time speech-to-text transcription 
to assist people with autism or learning 
difficulties, or those who speak English as an 
additional language (Stand BFG7).

Continued on page 14
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My Study Life
My Study Life is a business founded by a 
secondary school graduate to help organise his 
classes and assignments ahead of his  
A Level studies. The idea for the business 
came from a frustration with paper planners 
and a complexity of learning platforms (Stand 
BFG9).

Doodle Maths
App-based maths learning system, Doodle 
Maths is dedicated to improving confidence 
and results in maths among primary school 
children. It recognises the strengths and 
weaknesses of each individual child and 
creates a bespoke program to help them 
achieve the best results (Stand BFG4).

Les Trois Elles
French-based start-up Les Trois Elles has 
been chosen for its range of fun and visually 
attractive learning apps, which can be used 
in class or at home, and also by speech 
therapists. The apps cover a range of topics 
from maths to languages and are available on 
the App store (Stand BFG5).

Zzish
Zzish is a provider of simple and effective 
classroom dashboards to simplify the teaching 
process and allow student progress to be 
closely monitored in real-time. Zzish also aims 
to make developing education apps that have 
a real impact on learning easier and cheaper 
(Stand BFG1).

Continued from page 13 Bett Futures: Programme and presentations
As well as showcasing the 30 companies listed here, the Bett Futures area, which has 
its own seminar theatre, will also feature relevant Learn Live CPD sessions, innovation 
showcases, teacher-led product development sessions, and other presentations. 
Highlights include:
• How behavioural management systems transform the classroom: Sam 

Chaudhary, founder of Class Dojo, at 11:30am on Wednesday, January 21.
• eSafety: avoiding the dangers of technology: a debate featuring Mubina 

Asaria, VLE manager at Greenford High School, Caroline Craido-Perez, journalist, 
broadcaster and feminist campaigner and others at 11am on Thursday, January 22.

• The FUTURES debate – Bring your own device: a debate featuring Kate 
Broadribb, senior leader of learning at Wildern High School, Fraser Speirs, head of 
computing and IT at Cedars School of Excellence, and Roger Broadie, pioneer of 
BYOD at Naace, at 3:50pm on Thursday, January 22.

• Speed Learning: Integrating technology and creating the best computer 
science curriculum: A debate featuring Miles Berry, leader of computer education 
at the University of Roehampton, Nathan Ashman, lead teacher for new 
technologies at St Wilfrid’s School and others at 11am on Friday, January 23.

• How can technology enhance collaborative learning? Mark Anderson, director 
of e-learning and assistant headteacher, Sir Bernard Lovell School, at 12:15pm on 
Friday, January 23.

• ‘Girl Geeks’ – Inspiring girls to pursue STEM subjects: a debate featuring Rachel 
Swidenbank from Code Academy, television presenter and founder of TeenTech 
Maggie Philbin and others at 1:55pm on Saturday, January 24.

Memrise 
Memrise uses brain science to help children 
learn faster in a fun and enjoyable way. The 
resource uses “mems” to help kids form vivid, 
sensory memories and tests them on what they 
have learnt (Stand BFG2).

4D Creative
4D Creative is an award-winning company 
with 25 years’ experience in the education 
sector, specialising in the creation of 
immersive experiences using space, projection, 
light and sound (Stand BFG8).

Powering the Future 
FREE resources For 11-16 geograPhy/careers

Powering the future: Understanding Engineering Construction 
Is a geography education project for 11-16 year olds supported by the 
Engineering Construction Industry Training Board (ECITB).

Powering the Future resources are available FREE OF CHARGE from the ECITB 
website www.ecitb.org.uk/schools and consist of Teachers’ Notes, lesson plans, 
student handouts and PowerPoint presentations for five lessons:

• What is engineering construction?-
introducing the world of engineering 
construction.

• The power of planning-sequencing events 
for the construction of a power station; 
devising, presenting and justifying an 
effective project plan.

• What it takes to be an engineer-considering 
some of the skills necessary to be successful 
in work; selecting skills and attributes 
according to changing job requirements.

• Constructing a powerful future-
understanding that the location of nuclear 
power stations is affected by many factors; 
comparing and contrasting four potential 
sites and evaluating and justifying the choice 
of an optimum site.

• Engineering: The right job for me?-
understanding how young engineers enter 
the engineering construction industry; 
comparing and contrasting the experiences 
of apprentices; suggesting a career pathway 
for new entrants to the industry.

Free  

A1 Poster

For your free poster please email your postal  
address to: marketing@ecitb.org.uk

POWER THE FUTURE:
UNDERSTANDING ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION
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Fundraising for Schools’ monthly look at the latest funding 

opportunities helps you apply for support quickly.

Instant Impact Fund

UK-German Connection

PRIMARY/SECONDARY

The UK-German Connection aims to bring 

young people together and is dedicated 

to increasing contacts and understanding 

between young people in the UK and Germany.

Awards criteria

The UK-German Connection will usually 

award grants on the basis of the following: 

�� That the school or youth group has not 

visited the other country previously. 

�� That the trip includes a strong new 

element or significant development of 

the young people’s contact with the 

other country.

�� That at least 75 per cent of the time 

during the visit is spent taking part in 

interactive and educational joint activity 

between young people from the UK and 

German partner institutions.

�� That there is a commitment to the 

sustainability of the link with concrete 

plans for follow-up and development.

�� That the trip includes young people 

who would otherwise not have the 

chance to take part.

�� That the main beneficiaries are young 

people; that the grant is not solely for 

trips of coordinators (teachers/youth 

leaders and so on).

Recipients of the grant are required to 

submit a report one month after returning 

from the trip, including contributions 

(summaries, stories or diary entries, 

photo or video footage, and so on) by the 

participating young people. Recipients 

of the Instant Impact grant will receive 

guidelines about report writing.

UK-German connection will award funding 

for the following: 

�� Travel, accommodation and subsistence 

costs for the visit.

�� Materials, resources and dissemination 

activities.  

The top-up grant can be provided before 

the start of the trip; payments are made by 

cheque.

Restrictions

The UK-German Connection cannot be 

involved in the organisation of the trip and 

is exempt from responsibility.

UK-German Connection will not accept 

applications from individual students or 

through third parties.

Grants cannot be provided for the 

following: 

Instant Impact 

Fund

Deadline

Ongoing

Amount of award

Up to £750

Contact details 

Lucy Farrant, 

UK-German Connection, 

34 Belgrave Square, 

London SW1X 8QB

email: lucy.farrant@ukgermanconnection.org 

web: http://www.ukgermanconnection.

org/?location_id=2215&item=4356

�� Unilateral activities

�� Traditional language exchanges

�� Trips with a tourist focus

�� Supply cover

�� Hardware 

�� Insurance 

Applications should be submitted at least 

six weeks before the trips. Applications 

received at the provided address less than 

four weeks before the date of departure 

cannot be considered.

The grant may only be used for the 

proposed trip; should the trip not take 

place, the grant is refundable to UK-

German Connection.

Incomplete or late applications cannot be 

assessed. 

In order for an application to be considered 

for funding, the application must include 

all original signatures from all participating 

partner institutions. You are also asked to 

retain a copy of your application for your 

records.

How to apply

Download the online application form, 

fill it out and send it in hard copy to the 

provided address. 
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email: lucy.farrant@ukgermanconnection.org

web: http://www.ukgermanconnection.

org/?location_id=2215&item=4356

Traditional language exchanges
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best practice

The role of the project 

manager

Brin Best explains how project managers can help your school ensure its fundraising work is 

cost-effective.

My previous article in Fundraising for 

Schools discussed the importance of 

devising high quality projects in order to 

help secure the funds your school needs 

for its various priorities. Once funding is 

secured, however, the onus falls on your 

school to ensure that the projects you have 

planned actually achieve the outcomes set 

out in your project summaries and this is 

where effective project managers are vital. 

This article explains what a project 

manager is, gives examples of the kind 

of people that can carry out the role and 

the benefits they can bring to a school. It 

outlines the main tasks project managers 

will need to carry out, provides advice 

on day-to-day aspects of the role and 

concludes with a five-point plan for making 

the most of project managers in your 

school.

What is a project manager?

It is important that you or your colleagues 

are not put off by the rather grandiose 

title of ‘project manager’ (they could be 

equally called ‘project coordinators’). The 

definition of the term (see box) should 

make it clear that every school will already 

have at least one person carrying out the 

role of project manager for a discrete 

project – even if this person is not formally 

described as a ‘project manager’. Three 

examples of project managers from schools 

and their projects are included in the 

box on the opposite page; it should be 

apparent that every one of these projects 

aims to improve educational outcomes 

for pupils and/or the wider community. 

This list also serves to underline the fact 

that project managers in a school setting 

are not usually specialists parachuted in 

from outside to run only the most high 

profile projects; they are the people who 

work in the institution every day and who 

spend most of their tim
e carrying out key 

duties other than project management 

(for example, teaching, leadership and 

management activities, supporting 

teachers, and so on).

Another common misconception is that 

the school’s fundraising coordinator 

takes a leading role in managing a range 

of projects. My studies show that, for 

the schools that raise the most funds, 

this is only rarely the case. Instead, the 

fundraising coordinator does precisely 

what their name implies – they oversee the 

overall fundraising work of the school and 

are supported in this endeavour by project 

managers who take the lead on specific 

projects.

It is essential to recognise that the project 

manager is simply the person who oversees 

the successful execution and completion of 

the project – they are not necessarily the 

person responsible for delivering some or 

all the actual activities that make up the 

project, though this model is possible. A 

more likely scenario would see the project 

manager working with a range of additional 

people that might include teachers, school 

leaders, support staff, governors and 

external partners in order to make the 

project a reality (see also below under 

‘What does a project manager do?’).

There are two approaches to appointing 

project managers:

�� Appoint early on in the development of 

the project, allowing them to contribute 

to the project summary and funding 

application(s) 

�� Appoint when funding has been secured 

for the project, with a view to taking 

things forward from that point onwards. 

Although I have seen both scenarios work 

effectively, it makes sense where possible 

to try and appoint project managers as 

early as possible in the development 

of the project. This is mainly because 

involvement in the preparation of the 

formal documents that underpin the 

project – in particular the funding bid(s) 

– helps to create a sense of ownership 

in prospective project managers that 

is likely to translate into a high level of 

commitment and determination when it 

becomes a reality. It is also quite common 

(and good practice) for the person who 

suggests the initial idea for a project to end 

up project managing it, once the funds are 

secured.

Who can be a project 

manager?

A very wide variety of people can carry out 

the role of project manager successfully. 

Indeed, it is advantageous for a school if a 

range of people agree to become project 

managers, as this will help ensure that the 

projects themselves have wide-ranging 

outcomes. The key criteria for a project 

manager are as follows:

�� They must have a strong interest in 

the project – this can come from their 

life outside school as much as their 

professional interests (for example, a 

teacher who is a very keen poet outside 

school might become the project 

manager for a poetry week).

�� They need to be happy about the 

methods of delivery for the project – 

these methods must be in sympathy 

‘Project 

managers 

are essential 

because they 

bring with them 

many benefits 

that will help 

you make your 

fundraising work 

more effective.’
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Grant reminders
Fidelio TrustAmount of award Up to £5,000

Deadline 1 June 2012
Contact detailshttp://www.fideliocharitabletrust.

org.uk/

Instrument & Equipment AwardsAmount of award Up to £2,000
Deadline 12 September 2012Contact detailshttp://www.emimusicsoundfoundation.com/

index.php/site/awards/Playsafe CompetitionAmount of award An IT prize to the value of £1,000Deadline 8 June 2012
Contact detailshttp://www.tradingstandards.gov.

uk/events/events-playsafe.cfm
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By Sue Learner
The money is designed to help up to 

100,000 pupils making the transition from 

primary to secondary school, as Ofsted 

research has revealed that academic 

performance can take a dip at this time.Secondary schools will be able to apply for 

up to £500 for every disadvantaged pupil 

taking part in a two-week summer school.

All pupils transferring to Year 7, who are 

on free school meals or have been in care 

for six months or more, will be eligible.Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg, 
said: ‘As any parent knows, the move 

from primary to secondary school can 

sometimes be tough. For those who 
struggle to make the jump, there can be a 

dip in performance that can last for years. 

We know that those who struggle most are 

often among the poorest in society, but we 

also know that just two weeks’ activities 

and education can help them at this tricky 

time in their lives.’
He added: ‘Summer schools will give some 

of the most disadvantaged pupils the 

chance to swim rather than sink in those 

first critical weeks of secondary school.’Children’s minister Sarah Teather hopes 

the fund will help towards breaking down 

the social barriers that are a deciding 

factor in a child’s achievement and future 

prospects. She said: ‘In a fair society, it is 

the Coalition Government’s responsibility 

to close the gulf in achievement between 

the poorest children and their classmates. 

Evidence shows that disadvantaged 
children can slip further behind as they 

move into secondary school, so we know 

that heads and governors will be keen to 

build on their own induction arrangements 

and support these children.’The National Association of Head Teachers 

(NAHT) has given a cautious welcome to the 

scheme but warns it should not be primarily 

seen as an antidote to broken Britain.Russell Hobby, general secretary of the 

NAHT, said: ‘We’d like to see residential 

Government launches £50m summer school fund
The Government has launched a £50m summer school fund to 

help the most disadvantaged pupils.

Continued on page 2
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• Formulate the best fundraising strategies for your school; 
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• Keep up-to-date with the latest fundraising stories; and 

• Increase the level of funding for your school. 
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Increase your school’s 
level of funding

PRIMARY/SECONDARY

The UK-German Connection aims to bring 

young people together and is dedicated 

to increasing contacts and understanding 

between young people in the UK and Germany.

Awards criteria

The UK-German Connection will usually 

award grants on the basis of the following: 

� That the school or youth group has not 

visited the other country previously. 

� That the trip includes a strong new 

element or significant development of 

the young people’s contact with the 

other country.

� That at least 75 per cent of the time 

during the visit is spent taking part in 

interactive and educational joint activity 

between young people from the UK and 

German partner institutions.

� That there is a commitment to the 

sustainability of the link with concrete 

plans for follow-up and development.

� That the trip includes young people 

who would otherwise not have the 

chance to take part.

� That the main beneficiaries are young 

people; that the grant is not solely for 

trips of coordinators (teachers/youth 

Recipients of the grant are required to 

submit a report one month after returning 

from the trip, including contributions 

(summaries, stories or diary entries, 

photo or video footage, and so on) by the 

participating young people. Recipients 

of the Instant Impact grant will receive 

guidelines about report writing.

UK-German connection will award funding 

for the following: 

� Travel, accommodation and subsistence 

costs for the visit.

� Materials, resources and dissemination 

activities. 

The top-up grant can be provided before 

the start of the trip; payments are made by 

cheque.

Restrictions

The UK-German Connection cannot be 

involved in the organisation of the trip and 

is exempt from responsibility.

UK-German Connection will not accept 

applications from individual students or 

through third parties.

Grants cannot be provided for the 

following: 

� Unilateral activities

� Traditional language exchanges

� Trips with a tourist focus

� Supply cover

� Hardware 

� Insurance

Applications should be submitted at least 

six weeks before the trips. Applications 

received at the provided address less than 

four weeks before the date of departure 

cannot be considered.

The grant may only be used for the 

proposed trip; should the trip not take 

place, the grant is refundable to UK-

German Connection.

Incomplete or late applications cannot be 

assessed. 

In order for an application to be considered 

for funding, the application must include 

all original signatures from all participating 

partner institutions. You are also asked to 

retain a copy of your application for your 

records.

How to apply

Download the online application form, 

fill it out and send it in hard copy to the 

Traditional language exchanges

Trips with a tourist focus

Applications should be submitted at least 

six weeks before the trips. Applications 

received at the provided address less than 

four weeks before the date of departure 

cannot be considered.

The grant may only be used for the 

proposed trip; should the trip not take 

place, the grant is refundable to UK-

German Connection.

Incomplete or late applications cannot be 

assessed. 

In order for an application to be considered 

for funding, the application must include 

all original signatures from all participating 

partner institutions. You are also asked to 

retain a copy of your application for your 

records.

How to apply

Download the online application form, 

fill it out and send it in hard copy to the 

provided address. 

10  Fundraising for Schools

It is important that you or your colleagues 

are not put off by the rather grandiose 

title of ‘project manager’ (they could be 

equally called ‘project coordinators’). The 

definition of the term (see box) should 

make it clear that every school will already 

have at least one person carrying out the 

role of project manager for a discrete 

project – even if this person is not formally 

described as a ‘project manager’. Three 

examples of project managers from schools 

and their projects are included in the 

box on the opposite page; it should be 

apparent that every one of these projects 

aims to improve educational outcomes 

for pupils and/or the wider community. 

This list also serves to underline the fact 

that project managers in a school setting 

are not usually specialists parachuted in 

from outside to run only the most high 

profile projects; they are the people who 

work in the institution every day and who 

spend most of their tim
e carrying out key 

duties other than project management 

(for example, teaching, leadership and 

management activities, supporting 

teachers, and so on).

Grantreminders
Fidelio TrustAmount of awardUp to £5,000

Deadline
1 June 2012
Contact detailshttp://www.fideliocharitabletrust.

org.uk/

Instrument & Equipment AwardsAmount of awardUp to £2,000
Deadline
12 September 2012Contact detailshttp://www.

We know that those who struggle most are 

often among the poorest in society, but we 

also know that just two weeks’ activities 

and education can help them at this tricky 

time in their lives.’
He added: ‘Summer schools will give some 

of the most disadvantaged pupils the 

chance to swim rather than sink in those 

first critical weeks of secondary school.’Children’s minister Sarah Teather hopes 

the fund will help towards breaking down 

the social barriers that are a deciding 

factor in a child’s achievement and future 

prospects. She said: ‘In a fair society, it is 

the Coalition Government’s responsibility 

to close the gulf in achievement between 

launches £50m summer school fund
The Government has launched a £50m summer school fund to 

help the most disadvantaged pupils. TO SUBSCRIBE
Call FREEPHONE 0800 137201

or visit 
www.fundraisingschools.co.uk
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EXHIBITOR LIST: A TO L

Listed here and on page 
18 are selected suppliers 
relevant to secondary 
education. For a full list of 
all Bett 2015 exhibitors, visit 
the BESA Information Point 
on Stand C380 or log on to 
www.bettshow.com

Exhibitors
2Simple Software D230
3B Scientific a460
3p learning c400
4D creative Bfg8
5-a-Day fitneSS B49

a c leigh f438
aB tutor c560
acaDemia f284
acer uK f188
actual virtual D70
aDvanceD cctv (prime Digital) c552
agora moBile c562
airtight networKS g150
airwatch c370a
alBion computerS f70
alice innovation g517
amazing interactiveS g272
angell echo D358
appening c532
apperSon DatalinK f67
apple Solution expert village f140
aQa e210
arcKit D357
aSpgemS c80
aSSiStive SolutionS Sn28
aSSiStiveware Sn52
at computerS f140
atomwiDe f150
aurum SolutionS g470
aver information europe e230
axiS12  c516

B SQuareD c494
BaBcocK eDucation c68
Bamzonia a400
Beamz international Sn4
Beijing moly technology c537
Beijing weichengya laB eQuip c515
BenQ g380
BioStore c230
BKSB B304
BlinK learning c80
Blippar f261
BloomSBury puBliShing e91a
Bloxx f358
BoarDworKS a180
BoxforD a376
Brainpop uK B200
BrecKlanD Scientific f430
Brenthaven B285
BretforD manufacturing B126
Bt BuSineSS c330
BuSineSS i.t. SyStemS f80

c2Bt info technologieS B528
cag eDucation company B529
camBriDge univerSity preSS B340
canotta puBliShing co f82
canvaS By inStructure B100
capita B260
capStone c75

caSio electronic proDuctS e200
cB info SyStemS  D360
ccKf B129
cem B40
chargeBuS  D60
ciS attenDance management f570
ciSco meraKi e92
civica uK c200
clarity in SounD light & viSion a330
claro Software Sn61
claSS chartS c306
claSSroom monitor B318
cleapSS f100
clevertouch c410a
clicKview B339
clio online g61
clyDe BroaDcaSt proDuctS g220
coDe college f518
coDeleticS g501
commercial it ServiceS c214
computerS 4 africa  g210
computerS unlimiteD f90
connevanS a450
conQuermathS.com B83
conStellationS c215
contact group a250
core ecS B150
counterpoint mtc g410
create Development e91B
create eDucation f54
creStron uK f402
cricK Software D210
crown houSe puBliShing c571
cSe eDucation SyStemS c340
ctouch D342
cunningham epoS SolutionS D90
cyBer-anatomy c308

Data harveSt group f280
DB primary f174
DcrS  f533
Dell corporation B368
DenforD B334
DeSignmate (inDia) c352
DeSignSoft c570
Devicewear f84
Dexter e391
DiScovery BuSineSS SolutionS f517
DiScovery eDucation D115
DiSplaynote technologieS c410
DK (Dorling KinDerSley) f260
D-linK (europe) c165
Dm SyStemS f388
Doga SchoolS B77
Dong guan riotouch tech B71
DouBle firSt c483
DouglaS Stewart B180
Dramaforum oy e60

earete vle D285
earwig acaDemic reporting D362
eaSyreaD time teacher f500
eDeBe–eSemtia c80
eDucation umBrella f104
eDucationcity D300
eDu-conSulting c539
eDuKit c564
eDuSyS e380
eDutech cluSter c80
electuDe international f551
elmo europe SaS c477
e-marKeting S.a e117
emotion roBoticS Sn73
encyclopaeDia Britannica B445
energenie c511

engage meDia SolutionS B59
epraiSe D298
epSon (uK) D240
era D395
ergo computing c359
ergotron europe c224
eSonDe – profeSSional internet c80
european electroniQue c240
euroSmart c517
eurotalK f442
ev4 f537
exa networKS B228
exaKt Sn37
examinvigilator D373
exponential-e c77
extron electronicS europe f410
eye2eye Software a490
eyeteach a230

feSto DiDactic B73
fft eDucation a506
fiction expreSS c543
firefly c221
flaShSticKS (learning laB) D380
flipicK f61
flurriSh uK67
focuS eDucation uK f535/545
folio e350
forBrain c470
fourier SyStemS f350
frog eDucation D100
fronter B466
fujitSu c240
furlong f97
fuze technologieS  e126

gBm Digital technologieS  f140
gcSepoD B250
get gloBal eDucation & tech B544
gl aSSeSSment f74
glaDStone eDucation f412
gloBal wireleSS B58
gloBiSenS a120
go 4 SchoolS f342
gocharge c514
google uK e240
gratnellS a470
griffin f90
groK learning D372
groupcall c390
groupu BfS8
gylDenDal eDucation f66

haBooK it f83
hanShin international B66
hapara f287
harDSoft computerS f75
harper collinS f301
heBei haijie B300
herff joneS/nyStrom B151
hewlett-pacKarD D136/146
hillS componentS  e323
hitachi SolutionS europe B60
hoDDer eDucation B236
hoSt f565
houghton mifflin harcourt D251
hpc laSer a503
huawei technologieS f248
hue Sn41

i3 learning f386
iBoarDtouch D84
iBoSS networK Security e340
icex SpaniSh pavillion c80
ict Direct B62

Listings correct at the time of going to press, but subject to change. Visit www.bettshow.com for latest listings

Continued on page 18

iD carD centre c222
i-DeSK SolutionS c170
iDxtra f550
impero SolutionS D286
implix D72
incertS a298
incluSion expert B553
info technology Supply e282
infomentor  B270
information Security iot B447
infotheeK f73
infouroK c536
ingram micro uK D71
inK optionS c546
inKjetS anD tonerS f431
intech c535
integrex  Sn30
intel eDucation c270
intelliSenSe co e362
international new yorK timeS B57
into film B299
intrepica g420
inventry f400
ip performance c519
ipaD repairS f106
ipegS D394
iriS connect e360
irwin Science eDucation e59
iSamS inDepenDent e136
iSiS conceptS B190
iSt international c540
iStorage a451
it School innovation f87
itm componentS g268
itQ B550
itSlearning f161
itworx D250
i-wigt c541

jamf Software f276
jellyjameS Sn65
jeulin c528
jiangSu Swr S&t co a508
jigSaw School appS g74
jigSaw SyStemS f140
jolly learning f421
joSKoS SolutionS B388
jtrS f140
julong eDucational tech B480
jumpiDo e303
junior learning Sn63
juSt2eaSy.com a100

KallySta Sn50
KalSefer e302
Kelia c451
KeytracKer g110
Knewton f547
Know KSrl e370
Korea Scientific inStrumentS e180
KrcS group f140
Kuang chien computer co f560
KuDlian Software B327
Kyocera Document SolutionS f126

laBotrix group f420
lain laBoratory c527
lanaco f362
lapcaBBy B310
lapSafe proDuctS f186
laptopS anD SpareS c549
laStact f514
lDf B74
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BETT 2015 OVERVIEW

This free Guide has 
been supported by 
Lightspeed Systems, 
which offers web-
filtering, collaboration, 
security, and network 
management for schools. 
You can visit them on 
Stand D180, as marked 

on the map above. For 
information on the stand 
numbers of a selection 
of secondary exhibitors, 
turn to pages 15 and 18.

Exhibitor Listings

• Motivating teachers towards  
digital learning

• Authentic assessments that can’t  
be “Googled”

• Mayhem or Management? How an 
effective MDM can make all the difference 

• Unburdening IT staff with a web filter 
made for education

• How schools actually use our products 
from our customers

Additional educational speakers will be 
added over the next few weeks, so please 
keep referring back to lightspeedsystems.
com/BETT2015 for updated presentation 
topics and times.

By attending any presentation, you qualify 
for a chance to win a tablet. Have your 
name badge scanned or hand in your 
business card.

LEARN ABOUT:

Win A Tablet!
Stop by Stand D180 and listen to 

one of the engaging presentations 
by key educators. 

lightspeedsystems.com/BETT2015

Mobile  Learning  Essentials

BETT-15-Half Page Ad-FP.indd   1 11/17/14   12:41 PM
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BETT 2015 OVERVIEW

The relocation of Bett to ExCeL in 2013 was the 
result of simply outgrowing the previous venue. The 
increasing demand for exhibition stand space and the 
ever-expanding seminar and conference programme 
drove the need for a larger location.

Situated in the heart of London’s Royal Docks, 
within reach of central London, the ExCeL venue is 
part of a 100-acre campus. 

Within the campus there are three on-site 
Docklands Light Railway (DLR) stations, access to 
the Jubilee Line and London City Airport, parking for 
3,700 cars, six nearby hotels, and numerous on-site 
bars and restaurants. 

For international visitors, 
ExCeL is situated close 
to London City Airport, 
which offers 350 flights 
a day from more than 40 
international destinations.

For those wanting to embark on the 
full experience, the Emirates Air Line (cable car) 
connects ExCeL and the O2. It is also now possible 
to travel by Thames Clipper between central London 
and the O2 and then by cable car across the Thames 
to ExCeL.

Visit www.excel-london.co.uk/visiting-excel

ExCeL London

Stand D180
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EXHIBITOR LIST: L TO Z

Listings correct at the time of going to press, but subject to change. Visit www.bettshow.com for latest listings

learn with pip B42
learnetic B314
learni g350
learning a-z a80
learning laDDerS f25
learning poSSiBilitieS  f346
learnpaD c116
leBa innovation f129
lego eDucation e128
lenovo c260
letterlanD international g130
lexia uK a420
lg networKS B482

LIGhTSPEED SYSTEmS D180

lightSpeeD technologieS a380
little BriDge worlD D200
little DreamS g171
live regiSter f285
lj create c89
ljmu B63
locK n charge technologieS f90
locuro c72
lonDon griD for learning f150
loxit  c350
luiDia c226
lumenS Digital opticS c100
lynDa.com f240
lynx networKS a130

macmillan eDucation B130
magic america B328
magic Box Sn2
magic whiteBoarD f384
magnector f414
maKerBot f90
matchware c160
mathSpace uK g151
mathS-whizz e58
matrix technology SolutionS B55
max caSeS g230
maze meDia (2000) g124
mcc group f140
meDhurSt it c218
meDia-x SyStemS c572
micro liBrarian SyStemS B275
microSoft D270
miKe ayreS DeSign Sn88
millgate computer SyStemS f381
miSco uK e70
moDular roBoticS f536
molnData B527
monacor international g300
mozaiK eDucation B329
muv interactive e390
mv-norDic Sn91
mworlD c76
my learning (uK) f492
mycognition D61
mySchool c561
mySchoolapp D359
myScript B79
myStuDyweB SweDen aB D371

national Stem centre c574
nationwiDe retail SyStemS a340
net-ctrl c73
netgear international f370

netop tech B142
netShop B533
netSupport Software c290
netSweeper f150
new meDia learning D382
niceSmile c575
nichola wilKin B554
nimBle Storage g500
ningBo KelSun int’t traDe co B520
norSeman Direct e324
norwegian eDtech pavilion B466
nS optimum c304
numBergym Software B555
nutKaSe B534
nuwco f501

oaKforD internet ServiceS D340
ocr B348
oDDizzi c299
om interactive Sn87
onefile f531
onelan g260
optimum reportS e365
optimuSic D361
orBal technologieS c542
oSBorne technologieS e110
oxforD univerSity preSS c136

parentpay B378
parotec SolutionS B141
paSco Scientific c180
pathway innovationS & tech B283
pc werth e330
pc werth Sn40
pearSon f289
pennine telecom c545
pg online D390
phonic BooKS B525
planet eStream B289
plaSQ f450
powercreator c550
preceDence technologieS B330
prizm B650
pro DiSplay B395
proctoru e363
projector lampS for SchoolS g460
promethean B87
protech SolutionS D392
protechnic B535
prowiSe B276
punnet g304
pupil aSpire f509
pupil aSSet f131

Qomo hiteviSion c175

raDecal f127
raDio lingua f446
raDix B153
rapiD eDucation B510
reaD naturally f515
reaDing wiSe Sn62
reaDSpeaKer B212
realSmart c358
realSounD anD viSion  c210
reDStor a40
renaiSSance learning c379
returnStar e283
rich Source preciSion B383
riSing StarS uK D118
rm eDucation c250
roBot meSh/flowol a280
roBotel f92
room BooKing SyStem a290
route 2 eDucation tech f510

royal Society of chemiStry c510
rucKuS wireleSS B502

SaaK Digital – weeraS toolS c80
Scanning penS  a300
School appS  B541
School interviewS B547
School money e300
School raDio f385
SchoolcommS B295
SchoolpoD e334
SchoolS aDviSory Service B68
SchoolS BroaDBanD B157
SchoolS meDia D370
SchoolweBSite.co.uK c152
Science BitS, S.l. f447
Securly B382
SecuruS Software g240
Seinet group c80
SelectamarK Security SyS D283
SenSaviS the 3D claSSroom D350
Shanghai xpartner roBoticS B149
Shenzhen free interactive tech c523
Show my homeworK c553
ShowBie  g170
Siracom B214
SiSra D334
SKipDrive B244
SKoogmuSic Sn69
Smart technologieS f228
SmK linK D381
Smoothwall e250
Softex – BraSil it B52
Solar reaDy D116
Sonocent c501
Sony c488
SounDBeam Sn102
Soyo technology Dev B211
SpaceKraft Sn3
SpaceoaSiS f120
SparK-Space Sn60
Sphero f530
StampeDe Sn90
SteljeS networKS B221
Sterling pixelS D62
StevejoBSSchool e118
Stm BagS f90
Stone computerS c102
Stop motion pro a90
Stormfront retail f81
StuDio SpareS g140
StuDy Smart (inner geeK) c547
SunDe tehnologieS B222
Sun-tech i.t. SolutionS B75
SwitchShop g330
SymBaloo e301
Synel inDuStrieS (uK) B518
Syntax conSultancy g450

tacteaSy technology B185
talKing proDuctS a486
target tracKer B338
targuS f86
taSc Software SolutionS B296
teacherSpluS.net B551
tech anD print SolutionS B65
techSoft uK a210/f26
televic eDucation g90
texthelp c151
the hira company f65
the learning partnerShip f422
the School planner company f405
therapy Box Sn67
thinKlaSer f434
timStar laBoratory SupplierS f280

Continued from page 15 topDeSK uK g160
top-tec c478
toShiBa c140
traceBoarD D320
traKa c320
tranSlatornia.pl e371
triBal group c190
tripleplay ServiceS f85
triumph BoarD a.S c495
trugS Sn72
ttS group c251
tucano D383
turn it on f130
turning technologieS B286
twig worlD B250

uBifrance c98
uBit c71
uc SolutionS B82
unifrog eDucation c526
uniStage B501
univerSinet B54
uniwill technology c548
uzBl f102

valiant technology f432
vernier Software a310/B326
vertical mileS pte a10
vertitech f396
veStel B88
viDeK a370
viglen e148
vii networKS D330
virgin meDia BuSineSS f150
viSual eDucation a260
viviteK Sn16/17
vpaSS c563
vS School miS e320

wacom f90
walton DeSignS B536
wanin eDucational multimeDia f238
waSp BarcoDe technologieS f78
wcBS f258
weBanywhere f380
weDuc c90
weSleyan for teacherS c473
wex photographic f496
white Space c298/c310
wiDgit Software Sn74
wiriS mathS c80
wiSe conSulting f286
wiSepay a160
wiShtrac houSe Sn70
wizelearning c525
wizKiDS a/S f401
wolfviSion f497
worlDStriDeS c573

xirruS uK B78

yellow Dot c469
young Digital planet Sa B136

ziptaleS uK B540
zSpace D284
zu3D animation Software c159

For a full list of all the Bett 
2015 exhibitors, visit the 
BESA Information Point on 
Stand C380 or log on to 
www.bettshow.com



Do you want an unrivalled package of professional support
and advice wherever you choose to work in the UK?

The largest teachers’ union in the UK offers the following, FREE OF CHARGE:

n Finding your First Teaching Post – a comprehensive online resource to assist
you in obtaining your first teaching position:
www.nasuwt.org.uk/FindingYourFirstTeachingPost.

n Starting Out – a quick guide to essential information you need on
appointment, including salary, conditions of service and registration.

n A personal Induction Planner – to guide and support you through the key
milestones of induction – unique and only available through the NASUWT.

n A programme of free professional seminars – before you take up your first
post and throughout your first year.

n Local networks of serving teachers – only a phone call away, providing
advice and support.

n Centres in England, Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland – with professional
staff to provide legal advice and representation.

n First-class advice and information – to your home, online and in your
workplace.

Book your place on new teacher seminars online at www.nasuwt.org.uk or by contacting 
the Conferences and Events Team on conferencesandevents@mail.nasuwt.org.uk or 

on 0121 453 6150.

ALL OF THIS AND MORE, AND 
FREE MEMBERSHIP UNTIL 2017*

Join the NASUWT today. 
QUICK AND EASY, NO HASSLE.

Tel: 0121 457 6211 or online: www.nasuwt.org.uk.

Are you a new teacher?

*All newly qualified teacher members qualifying in 2015 who agree to pay their future subscriptions by direct debit will
receive FREE NASUWT membership until 31 December 2016, followed by a 50% reduction in 2017.

The largest teachers’ union in the UK

NASUWT
The Teachers’ Union
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Students at Denbigh High 
School have been involved 
in an app development and 
creation programme and the 
project is to form the basis of a 
Learn Live CPD session at Bett

Denbigh High School in Luton has 
recently been awarded the prestigious 
ICT mark for the third time. One of 

the many factors contributing to the school’s 
extensive use of technology across the 
curriculum has been the development of app 
creation as a key skill that pupils learn and 
apply in a “real-world environment”.

Eighteen months ago the school decided 
to take part in the national Apps for Good 
initiative. The programme gives pupils the 
opportunity to undertake an eight-month course 
that teaches them all aspects of app creation. 
from identifying real-world problems that 
can be solved by apps, to building the apps 
themselves, and then testing them on their 
target audience and making improvements 
accordingly. 

The school’s director of technology for 
learning, Emma Darcy, has been delivering the 
programme in Denbigh in conjunction with 
Hannah Harwood, the head of year 9, and 
Simon James, a music and multimedia teaching 
assistant.

Ms Darcy has seen the impact that app 
creation has had across the curriculum. 
She explained: “With the new computing 
curriculum, our pupils are having to learn 
a wide range of new skills and understand 
fundamental concepts of how to apply these 
skills in a ‘real-world’ environment. App 
creation is a very beneficial way of doing this, 
as students have to take their ideas from an 
initial concept through to actual production. 
They have to understand not just how they want 
their app to work, but what they can do to make 
it more functional and appropriate for the target 
audience.”

The hardest part of the process is coming up 
with that elusive initial “good idea”. Students 
conduct research online, but are also encouraged 
to speak to the wider community and try to 
identify a gap in the existing market. 

Once a concept is identified as viable, 
pupils move to the next phase of development 
– actually programming and constructing the 
app software. Although technology is at the 
forefront of the programme, concepts are not 
initially encouraged to be tailored to a specific 
device – pupils decide later if they should be 

designing for iOS, Android or Blackberry 
based on sound business rationale. 

Students work in groups throughout the 
programme, with individual group members 
taking on specific 
roles that play to 
their strengths 
and help them 
to develop other 
key skills, such 
as confidence, 
team-building and 
presentation. 

Helping the pupils 
to design and deliver 
their ideas are industry 
experts, who regularly 
Skype in to provide 
guidance with all aspects 
of the course, including 
concept, marketing and 
promotion, business planning 
and even pitching and public 
speaking.

One of the most appealing 
aspects of app creation for 
Ms Darcy is how it can be 
differentiated depending on the 
ability level of the pupils involved. 
She continued: “Students use a 
range of software that allows them 
to conceptualise their app ideas before 
attempting to construct them. 

“This means that all pupils have the 
opportunity to decide what functionality they 
need the app to have before breaking it down 
into exactly how they are going to achieve that. 
Considerations such as design and style are 
important and incorporated into discussions 
such as how the apps are going to be made ‘user 
friendly’.”

The programme began as an after-school 
club, but has now expanded to support other 
areas of the curriculum. Students are given a 
wide range of opportunities to showcase their 
apps and test them out on critical audiences – 
last year the school hosted a “Dragons’ Den” 
led by the chair of governors and a Marketplace 
event in the main hall where students and 
teachers from across the school visited the 
individual app stalls and cast their votes for the 
best concept and realisation.

So successful has been Apps for Good that 
five of the school’s digital leaders are now 
working as team leaders for each of this year’s 
groups and the programme is now mapped to 
the computing curriculum.

Ms Darcy added: “Last year, teachers 
reported an increase in the positive behaviour 
of certain pupils in lessons as a result of taking 
part in the programme. Students who lacked 
confidence developed the skills to speak in 

Apps across 
the curriculum 

front of governors 
and external visitors from 
organisations such as SSAT. 

“Students could explain in detail how they 
were motivated and engaged by the app creation 
process and spoke confidently about how they 
were using the technological skills that they had 
gained across the curriculum in a wide range of 
subjects.”

The best advocates for app creation across the 
curriculum are the students themselves, which is 
why six of Denbigh High School’s year 9s will 
be helping Ms Darcy and Ms Harwood run the 
school’s Learn Live Session at Bett. The session 
will cover how every school can introduce app 
creation into the curriculum, allow participants 
to get “hands on” with app creation software, 
and equip staff with the skills and knowledge to 
develop their own programmes at school.

Further information
Using App Creation Across the Curriculum 
takes place in the Learn Live Secondary Theatre 
at 2:30pm on Thursday, January 22.

LEARN LIVE CPD
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The move from ICT to 
computer science across key 
stages 3 to 5 has been a 
challenge for many schools. 
Head of ICT Mark Ward‘s 
Learn Live session will explain 
how his school has made the 
transition

The new ICT curriculum was certainly 
a cause for celebration for many ICT 
teachers – not least myself. 

It not only gave me the opportunity to really 
apply the knowledge and experience that I had 
gathered over the years spent working as a 
computer programmer, but in my view it also 
better prepared our students for their lives in an 
increasingly computer-orientated world. 

However, the significant changes in the 
curriculum understandably resulted in a lot of 
industry uncertainty. 

While I don’t feel I necessarily have the 
“right” solution, I do recognise that my IT 
experience has hopefully contributed to the 
highly successful approach that we adopted.

At Bett 2015, I will be sharing our journey 
with delegates, with the hope that this will offer 
some insight and guidance to those who may be 
looking for new ideas and inspiration. 

During my presentation, I will be offering an 
honest review of our strategy, how we tackled 
its implementation, the mistakes we made, 
lessons we learned, and the current success that 
we are experiencing.

Step 1
I will be outlining the range of stakeholders 
that we spoke to in order to gather all the 
information we needed to ensure our strategy 
would be appropriate, both now and in the 
future. Our primary feeder schools are a part 
of this process, as the level of ICT experience 
of each school’s nominated ICT teacher would 
have an impact on our starting point. It is often 
the case in primary schools that the person 
nominated as head of ICT is not particularly 
qualified nor experienced in that field. 

In our case, it was clear that not much 
programming was going on in our feeder 
schools at this point and therefore we needed to 
start at the very beginning. What schools have 
to accept is that, in reality, the year 7 pupils 
become like year 1 students in any other subject 
area – they have to start from scratch and learn 
the basics.

Step 2
Having spoken to a number of schools, it is 
clear that there is no agreed method on how 
best to start the process. However, I will be 
explaining how we were able to focus on our 
year 7, 8 and 9 students, while also offering 
computer science GCSE from the get-go. I will 
also be discussing and sharing my views on the 
use of various programming languages such as 
Python, Visual Basic and Java. 

At the heart of my presentation, will be the 
fact that an appreciation of the thinking skills 

necessary to embark upon an understanding of 
programming is a fundamental programming 
requirement.

There are a number of tools on the market 
to help the children develop this level of 
understanding and I will be giving delegates 
my interpretation of the best resources for 
secondary school students that proved to work 
effectively for our students. 

It is also important that teachers appreciate 
that the high level thinking skills that are 
required by the students means that not all 
of them will thrive; they can’t all be natural 
computer scientists. Therefore, as in any other 
subject area, it is important to have activities 
ready to support the various levels of student 
development.

Step 3
What is important to remember is that “digital 
literacy” is not just about programming. In 
my view there are three prongs: computer 
programming skills, skills to enable the 
development of multimedia products, and 
Office skills. To include all these areas in our 
curriculum, we follow the Microsoft Office 
Specialist course which is a globally recognised 
qualification. As more than 90 per cent of 
companies use Microsoft Office, we feel we 
have a duty to prepare our students for their 
future lives and careers by teaching them 
an understanding of how Microsoft Office 
applications are used in the world of work. 

Step 4
For those students who were ready to move 
on, we needed a higher level of programming 
application; an important consideration within 
the complete computer science curriculum. 
Again, I will be speaking about progression 
planning during my Bett presentation.

Moving from ICT 
to computing

Another area that I recommend schools 
embed firmly within their curriculum planning, 
is digital citizenship. I use the word “embed” as 
this should never be a “one lesson, one time” 
activity, but should be included in all aspects 
of computer science. Based on the thinking 
that digital citizenship underpins everything 
we do with technology, we are now piloting 
an enhancement project for years 7 to 9. 
The project is designed to introduce a cross-
curricular approach to the computer science 
curriculum. Computers are, after all, now a part 
of virtually everything we do.

The children select three projects from a list 
of 30 and for two lessons a week they work 
on their chosen projects. In development is a 
project that involves my colleagues from the 
science and design and technology departments 
to build a robot, using Lego Mindstorms. 

One challenge that I feel all schools will 
face is that we are experiencing a significant 
reduction in our achievement levels purely 
because the children are starting from scratch. 
This is something that any headteacher has to 
recognise and appreciate. What is important 
however, is that the children have reacted 
so well to the changes that during a recent 
faculty review, it was agreed that the lessons 
were much more dynamic with a greater level 
of student involvement and challenge. We 
are certainly developing technology-inspired 
citizens of the future.

• Mark Ward is head of ICT, business and 
vocational at St John Fisher Academy in West 
Yorkshire.

Further information
Moving from ICT to Computer Science – KS3-5 
takes place at 5:30pm on Friday, January 23, in 
the Learn Live Secondary Theatre.
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If you can’t beat them, join 
them, says Antoni Aparicio, 
whose session at Bett will 
focus on why and how schools 
should embrace mobile phones

Let me tell you some stories that were 
very common two years ago at my 
secondary school. The names are 

fictitious but their stories are real.
When Marc, 14, leaves the school on 

Tuesdays and Thursdays, he goes to basketball 
training from 4pm to 5:30pm. Sometimes he 
finishes later because his coach has ordered him 
to practise alone to improve his shooting. Those 
days he has to phone his parents with his S3 to 
tell them that he will be late.

So, twice a week he has to take his phone to 
school. He hides the device in his bag because 
mobile phones are not allowed. The week 
earlier, Marc had left his bag open and a teacher 
saw it. Though it was disconnected, the teacher 
had to confiscate it. That same afternoon, Marc 
had a very long training session, so he finished 
very late and wasn’t able to call his parents.

Pep is a 35-year-old teacher who teaches 
science. He really loves his job. He tries to 
innovate, finding new ways to improve his 
classes. Last week, he discovered a very 
interesting pack of apps that easily convert a 
mobile phone into a science laboratory. He is 
very enthusiastic about using this tool in the 
classroom, but unfortunately he will not be able 
to try it. The regulations of the school clearly 
say that it is not possible to use mobile devices.

Anna, 15, is a good student. She is very hard-
working and concentrates in the classroom. But 
she has a problem when taking notes – she’s 
desperately slow. Very often, when the class 
finishes she is still copying. 

Gina is 13. Her classmate Albert had 
been given an iPhone last Christmas. In the 
beginning, he was very excited as he used the 
apps and showed his device to everybody. 
Having an iPhone is very cool, but there is 
something that Gina especially hates: an 8mpx 
camera. This is because Albert takes pictures: 
anytime, anywhere and of anybody. In the 
class, when the teacher isn’t watching, in the 
playground and even in the street, he likes to 
take pictures of Gina and her friends without 
asking permission. Don’t believe it? Just check 
Albert’s Facebook and you’ll find at least 25 
pictures of Gina.

Two years later and the situation is quite 

Embrace your mobile devices!
different, with students working on a 1:1 mobile 
device model. Marc is not worried about his 
phone and Pep’s students have different science 
apps installed on their mobile phones, and they 
use them as a part of their learning process. 
Anna has a powerful tool that helps her to 
finish taking notes. And, what about Albert’s 
Facebook? You’ll see a nice collection of nature 
photos instead, and only a few of people. Albert 
will not take pictures anymore of anybody 
without asking permission. 

So, what is the secret? Well, there’s an old 
saying: “If you can’t beat them, join them.” 

That’s what we did in our school. We 
modified the regulations to allow for the use of 
mobile phones. 

We want to educate our students to use them 
responsibly. We use a colour code to help them 
to identify which uses are appropriate depending 
on the context. The results have been extremely 
positive.

• Antoni Aparicio is ICT manager at the Institut 
Joaquima Pla Farreras in Sant Cugat delVallès, 
close to Barcelona in Spain.

Further information
Be Responsible and Use Your Mobile Device! 
takes place as part of the School Leaders Summit 
at Bett at 5:30pm on Wednesday, January 21.

LEARN LIVE CPD

Ann Haydon on how social 
media is embedded within 
both the communication 
and learning strategies at 
Surbiton High School

Should #headteachers tweet?

At Surbiton High School, we use 
social media for two purposes: 
communication and learning. We 

have a corporate, broadcasting account for 
the school on Twitter and Facebook and I 
also have my own personal account, which I 
use for communication purposes, to celebrate 
school achievements, promote the school 
ethos, and share pupils’ work.

I also give a little bit of myself and my 
personality on this account, so I may use it 
to engage and express my own opinions, for 
example to comment on new government 
regulations or perhaps just to tweet a scene 
from a holiday. Being genuine on social media 
is absolutely essential, so what I post is all 
about what I am doing and what I really think.

As well as the school Twitter account, 
we also have about 30 different individual 
department accounts so that they can post 
relevant subject-specific information.

For example, if there has been an earthquake 
or volcanic eruption, the geography department 
may tweet links to YouTube clips or BBC 
headlines, while the maths department might 
be tweeting “top tips” to help students prepare 
ahead of a GCSE exam. 

We also post links to our blogs via Twitter 
as well as links to our annual “lifecycle of an 
egg” experiment in the science department, 
which involves a webcam where followers can 
watch the live hatching of chicks.

At Surbiton High, numerous trips and visits 
take place during the holidays. Our pupils have 
visited Peru, Ecuador and India and thanks 
to social media, parents could follow their 
children’s activities while they were away. 

We have noticed that a huge number of 
parents have got on board with social media 
and enjoy hearing about what happens in 
various parts of the school. The reality is that 
we have a lot of dual-income parents who are 
both working, so if they can see what their 
child is doing by checking social media, they 
really appreciate that.

There is one particular story that stands 
out: when a young boy wanted me to see him 
swinging on the climbing bars, I took a picture, 
tweeted it, and then his parents responded 
to me! His mum and dad absolutely loved 
seeing a picture of their son in the middle of 
their working day, happily enjoying himself 
at school. It was reassuring for them. Social 

media also promotes discussion. Parents 
can say to their child “I noticed you had an 
assembly on this today”. This keeps them 
actively involved in the school and their child’s 
school life. We also have grandparents and 
other family and friends following school 
accounts. Some family members may live quite 
a distance away so it is a great way of keeping 
in touch.

We also have a corporate Facebook account 
and a LinkedIn page. We promote all of our 
activities on Facebook and it can be kept 
up-to-date and accessed from our website. 
This site again is very popular among lots of 
parents, whereas our LinkedIn page is used for 
recruitment purposes.

We understand that social media isn’t for 
everybody and that’s fine, we have other 
means of communicating too – but it is been a 
very powerful tool. It helps the community to 
know that we are a warm and friendly school, 
with good relationships and are committed to 
helping our pupils to achieve their very best.

• Ann Haydon (@annhaydonshs) is principal of 
Surbiton High School in London.

Further information
The Power of Social Media: Thought 
leadership, retention, innovation takes place as 
part of the School Leaders Summit at Bett from 
3:10pm on Thursday, January 22.
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Ahead of his session at Bett, 
Gary King discusses how 
schools can bring real life into 
students’ learning

There is currently a significant focus 
from the government on linking 
businesses to schools. The problem 

is, while many schools are doing little things 
on the periphery to bring the real world into 
learning, like occasionally bringing in a guest 
speaker or going on a school trip, it is not 
necessarily embedded into everyday practice.

I went to a science lesson recently where 
the teacher twisted the lesson about forensic 
science around. They used CSI to set up a 
crime scene, then put the students as crime 
science investigators. That’s the sort of thing 
I am talking about.

The big question, and my focus at Bett 
2015, is how can schools implement this as a 
whole-school model that is going to benefit 
students and make learning exciting, while 
also reigniting that love for teaching (because 
it is fun)?

We are not saying it is fun all the time, but 
we do not just want to create exam-taking 
machines either – our aim is to produce well-
rounded students who have got an awareness 
of real life and the real world.

What we have done at my school is to 
spend about four years creating sustainable 
links with local businesses and organisations 
nationally. We have built relationships so 
that it is not just about our students going 
and visiting an organisation, it is about those 
organisations feeding into the learning of our 
students. We work together in partnership 
which gives us the opportunity to provide 
students with the right information and 
guidance to allow them to make choices and 
therefore progress.

Let me give you an idea: Five years ago 
our NEET (not in education, employment or 
training) figures showed a massive number 
of unemployed students. However this year, 
out of 256 students, only one is NEET. That 
gives you an idea of the impact this approach 
has had. 

Part of what we do is also about providing 
training opportunities to staff and allowing 
students to lead staff training too. We also 
have real-world mentors. 

So, if we have got students who want 
to move into the engineering sector for 
example, they have got a real life point of 
contact, a person who can offer them an 
informal catch-up outside of lessons and who 
they can ask their questions to. 

We are also members of the Chamber of 
Commerce and have an employer forum. 
As part of that I have created a diagram that 
shows how we can get rid of that line which 
students can see that suggests “this is school 
and then, when I finish, it is real life” – it 
demonstrates how it should all blend into 
one.

As well as CPD we also have companies, 
organisations and industry professionals 
coming into the school and planning schemes 
of learning with staff, and they are also 
accountable for assessing them.

So for example, we recently had a lady in 
who is a graphic designer. She came in to not 
only talk to the students about what she does, 
because that is standard in any school, but 
followed it up with key questions and gave 
the students feedback on their work as an 
industry professional. 

To take it a step further she set them a 
design brief to design a product for her 
business, with a proper deadline, which 
taught them the pressures of real life. She is 
even going to put the winning product into 
production, so students get to experience the 
whole process. 

Behind the scenes though, technically and 
educationally, how do you make this happen? 

You need to spend long hours setting 
up links in the first place and trialling and 
refining it before you actually launch it 
throughout the school. Further growth has to 
come from the staff and students, which is 
how we did it, and not just from the school 
leader. 

The way I approach this is by setting 
up whole-school improvement teams. So, 
selected members of staff are allocated a 
minimum of six hours across the year to 
drive whole-school change. This means that 
it is not the leadership team instructing, it is 
quite the opposite as we are supporting staff 

Bringing the real 
world into learning

and their aspirations. This idea of bringing 
the real world into the classroom is one of 
these improvements we have seen, and it has 
been phenomenal.

The staff behind it have implemented 
whole-school strategies, training 
programmes, and have really driven it. So, 
everything has come from the staff, they have 
shaped the whole thing and that has been 
extremely empowering to see.

It is useful because not only can we 
say how schools can implement it from 
our point of view, but we have also got 
experience from the outside with working 
with real-life business organisations, which 
is very different from working with other 
educationalists. 

It is that reciprocal arrangement and 
mutual respect that makes it work, and you 
need expertise and input from businesses to 
ensure it does. It has been four years of hard 
work, but we have come so far.

• Gary King is the assistant principal at 
Tavistock College in Devon (@gary_s_king).

Further information
Bringing the ‘Real World’ into Learning takes 
place in the Learn Live Secondary Theatre on 
Wednesday, January 21 at 12:30pm.
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Our ‘My Bett’ pages take 
a look at some of the 
exhibitors related to key 
areas of the curriculum and 
secondary school education. 
We begin with exhibitors that 
could help schools to meet 
the new challenges when it 
comes to assessment

At Bett 2015 we expect to see a high 
number of visitors looking for 
solutions to help them in the post-

curriculum levels world in which we now 
operate.

Research recently released by Capita SIMS 
has revealed that 78 per cent of schools are 
either unprepared or have not finalised plans 
for the removal of levels. It found that the vast 
majority of schools are either unprepared  
(25 per cent) or have started preparations but 
not finalised plans (53 per cent). 

Moreover, 53 per cent of schools also 
revealed that their biggest concern with regards 
to the change was related to how they measure 
progress and set valid targets for pupils post-
curriculum levels.

Capita SIMS has revealed the results in 
the run-up to Bett 2015 as many schools will 

be attending the show to discover ways to 
accurately measure student progress now that 
the familiar levels have been removed.

Learning Ladders
This system is one of the original winners 
of the Department for Education (DfE) 
Assessment Innovation competition to find the 
best solution for “Life After Levels” and has 
been designed by schools from the ground up. 
It offers personalised content, bespoke tracking 
analytics, and integrated parental reporting and 
engagement. It has already been downloaded 
by more than 4,000 schools (Stand F25).

GO 4 Schools
GO 4 Schools supports whole-school 
improvement by collecting and sharing 
classroom data in real-time to help staff, 
students and parents make better decisions. 
The system offers instant, online attendance 
and behaviour tracking, streamlined student 
reporting and, in line with the government’s 
objective, online reports for parents  
(Stand F342).

bksb
Bksb is demonstrating its Diagnostic 
Assessment tool to identify a learner’s skills 
gaps, produce an interactive Individual 
Learning Plan, and signpost the individual to 
resources that will help them. The Diagnostic 
Assessment is available for both English and 
maths (Entry Level 1 to Level 2) and has been 
developed in line with the core curriculum and 
Functional Skills Standards. As the Diagnostic 
Assessment is interactive and self-marking, 

Exhibition: 
Assessment

learners can access their percentage score on 
completion and tutors can track performance 
(Stand B304).

Capita SIMS
Capita SIMS is unveiling SIMS Progress 
Grids, its own “no-levels” solution. The SIMS 
Progress Grids will allow those schools opting 
to follow alternatives to levels to track pupil 
progress through learning goals, or knowledge 
descriptors, for all core and foundation subjects 
(Stand B260).

MyCognition
MyCognition is a cognitive health company 
which specialises in measuring and enhancing 
cognition in students. The programme consists 
of an online cognitive assessment tool, called 
MyCQ (MyCognition Quotient) linked to 
a range of applied video games that have 
cognitive training embedded in them. MyCQ 
assesses the five main cognitive domains 
of attention (concentration), psychomotor 
speed (speed and accuracy), working memory 
(calculating and problem-solving), episodic 
memory (remembering) and executive function 
(planning and strategy) (Stand D61).

Frog
In direct response to the removal of national 
curriculum levels, Frog is launching 
FrogProgress. This tool enables teachers to 
assess the progress of every pupil, setting them 
personal targets mapped against their expected 
attainment progress. The tool helps teachers to 
inform student feedback by including evidence 
of “what good looks like”. Frog’s assessment 
tool, FrogPlay, will also be demonstrated 
on stand. This tool allows teachers to set 
personalised, self-marking homework from a 
bank of more than 180,000 questions that are 
aligned to the 2014 curriculum, together with 
tools to create new, or adapt existing resources 
(Stand D100).

Incerts
Incerts, a non-profit organisation, is promoting 
Incerts Snap app, which records pupil progress 
“on the go”, captures work and assessments, 
allows notes to be attached by teachers, tracks 
progress, and supports the drafting of reports 
for parents (Stand A298).

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
Visitors can review the fourth edition of 
the company’s Woodcock-Johnson Tests 
of Cognitive Abilities. The new tests and 
clusters place emphasis on the most useful 
measures for identifying patterns of strengths 
and weaknesses, including verbal attention, 
phonological processing, word fluency, and 
word flexibility (Stand D251).

Don’t forget the seminars...
Assessment will be a key theme for the free 
seminars this year, so it is worth visiting 
the Bett website to see what’s on offer. One 
example is the session in the main Bett Arena 
entitled Creating Measurable Learning 
Outcomes at 2pm on Wednesday, January 21.

Further information
The exhibitors listed here are just a few of the 
600-plus that can be found at Bett 2015. For a 
full list of exhibitors, visit www.bettshow.com

MY BETT
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Products and resources to 
support STEM will be a key 
area of interest for visitors 
to Bett, as will be companies 
offering support for the new 
computing curriculum

The new computing curriculum and the 
new GCSE in computer science have 
transformed how we teach ICT and 

computing in schools. At the same time, the 
growing STEM revolution in England’s schools 
is based on the government’s recognition that 
our future economic prosperity is closely linked 
with student success in these disciplines. At Bett 
2015, there will be a wide range of suppliers 
offering resources to support schools in these 
key areas.

Kudlian Software 
Kudlian Software is demonstrating its new 
resource to support delivery of the computing 
curriculum. AppFurnace combines the power of 
app creation with an online tool to create apps 
that run on mobile devices (iOS and Android). 
Designed for key stages 2 to 4, further and 
higher education, AppFurnace joins Kudlian’s 
stop-frame animation software, Animate It! 
and video presentation software, I Can Present 
(Stand B327).

TTS Group 
TTS Group will be showcasing the Pro-
Bot. Suitable for the key stage 3 computing 
curriculum, the Pro-Bot is a floor robot which 
teaches advanced control techniques. It is 
a resource to help teach programming and 
students can design, write and debug programs 
and also detect and correct any errors in their 
programming. Visitors can expect to race 
remote control cars and giant bugs, use apps to 
program robots, and get involved in animation 
among other activities (Stand C251).

Nichola Wilkin
Educators looking for ready-to-use schemes of 
work for the new curriculum might try Nichola 
Wilkin Ltd. The solutions include detailed 
teachers’ notes, PowerPoint presentations 
for every lesson, a variety of individual and 
group activities and challenges, differentiated 
homework tasks, classroom activities and a 
marking system (Stand B554). 

FUZE Technologies 
New to Bett is FUZE Technologies, with 
its programmable computer and electronics 
workstation powered by the celebrated 
Raspberry Pi (B+). The workstation supports 
schools in meeting the requirements of the 
computer programming curriculum. It links 
computational thinking and programming to 
controlling physical devices, offering a practical 
way to understand curriculum themes  
(Stand E126).

PG Online
PG Online has now produced a comprehensive 
series of key stage 3 teaching materials to 

help support the new computing curriculum. 
The materials include printed textbooks and 
downloadable teaching units. The teacher’s 
guide is designed to help with the technical 
understanding and delivery of each lesson, with 
homework sheets, worksheets, an assessment 
test and PowerPoint presentations to accompany 
each lesson (Stand D390).

Cambridge University Press 
Cambridge University Press is once again at 
Bett discussing its new massive open online 
course (MOOC) Cambridge GCSE Computing 
Online, designed to support teachers and help 
GCSE computing students meet the demands of 
the new national curriculum (Stand B340).

Focus Education Software
Focus Educational Software is a publisher 
of apps and software compatible with iPad 
and Android tablets, Windows and Mac, 
and translated into multiple languages. The 
company will be launching two design 
technology and science curriculum app packs at 
Bett 2015 (Stand F545).

CLEAPSS 
CLEAPSS is offering visitors best practice 
science and technology teaching and health and 
safety advice. This year CLEAPSS is launching 
its new “CLP” Hazcards and new safer 
chemistry procedures website. CLEAPSS is 
also featuring a bigger focus on the design and 
technology curriculum (Stand F100).

LJ Create
LJ Create is focusing on real-world problem-
solving – ideal for STEM subjects. With a slant 
towards design and technology skills within a 
classroom environment, its program provides 

Exhibition: STEM 
& Computing

hands-on resources and curriculum-based 
software that can be used to assist with the OCR 
Cambridge Nationals in Engineering  
(Stand C89).

The National STEM Centre
We recommend a visit to The National STEM 
Centre, which works with partner organisations 
to improve and support STEM education. The 
centre houses the UK’s largest collection of 
STEM teaching and learning resources. Freely 
available physical and eLibrary collections, 
contain more than 8,000 teaching resources and 
feature contemporary materials, including print, 
multimedia and practical activities, and archive 
resources from recent decades (Stand C574).

zSpace
US company zSpace is showcasing its new 
Immersive Science Education Platform which 
brings abstract concepts to life. The virtual 
reality desktops and educational applications 
are aimed at giving students immersive learning 
experiences, such as dissecting human hearts, 
diving into volcanos and testing physics 
outcomes in Jupiter’s gravity. It provides virtual 
holographic images which can be “lifted” from 
the screen and manipulated (Stand D284).

Rapid Education 
Rapid Education is demonstrating its VEX IQ 
robotics platform and NAO, its new teaching 
aid for use in robotics, systems and control, 
computer science and social sciences  
(Stand B510).

Further information
The exhibitors listed here are just a few of the 
600-plus that can be found at Bett 2015. For a 
full list of exhibitors, visit www.bettshow.com
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Bett 2015 offers a range of 
exhibitors and an extensive 
CPD programme for SEN 
professionals

Bett’s SEN Information Point is hosted 
once again by nasen, providing visitors 
with a valuable insight into policy 

changes and the statutory requirements of the 
new SEND Code of Practice. 

Nasen also helped to curate the show’s 
four-day SEN CPD programme, which will 
feature free-to-attend seminars and workshops 
developed to enable best practices and 
outstanding methodology for pupils with SEN 
to be shared and discussed.

As well as general show information, 
visitors to the nasen stand can also find out 
about the SEND Gateway, an online portal 
offering education professionals free, easy 
access to high-quality information, resources 
and training for meeting the needs of children 
with SEND.

Below, we profile just a few of the SEN 
exhibitors to be found at Bett this year.

Rising Stars
Rising Stars offers resources aligned to 
students with a range of SEN. Based on Rising 
Stars’ catch-up reading programme, the new 
series of Dockside eBooks offer schools a 
reading intervention programme that features 
all of the rigour and structure of a scheme 

aimed at much younger children, but written 
specifically for the older beginner or catch-up 
reader. All books are age-appropriate to engage 
and motivate students (Stand D118). 

Fiction Express
Fiction Express for Schools is a platform for 
encouraging reading for pleasure, developing 
higher level reading skills and improving 
literacy. Fiction Express e-books are published 
in weekly episodes every Friday, and each 
episode ends with a cliff-hanger, and a number 
of plot options. Readers are invited to place 
their vote to determine the course of the plot 
(Stand C543).

Skoogmusic
Skoogmusic, a developer of tactile music 
technology products, is demonstrating its music 
package designed specifically for young people 
with disabilities. Addressing both physical 
and cognitive challenges, the soft, squeezable 
Skoog and its accompanying software create 
a level playing field for interaction and 
integration. Anyone, regardless of age, physical 
or cognitive ability, can play, learn and create 
their own music. The technology is compatible 
with Mac and PCs (Stand SN69).

Soundbeam
Another music based resource, this time from 

Exhibition: SEN
Soundbeam, opens up music to children who 
otherwise wouldn’t be able to access it. This 
well-established resource is used worldwide to 
offer students the ability to make music simply 
by waving their arms (Stand SN102).

Therapy Box
Therapy Box is demonstrating its apps tailored 
to support those with varying levels of cognitive 
ability. ChatAble uses symbol-based grids or 
visual scene displays to allow students with 
lower cognitive ability to communicate with 
others. The app allows the student to use their 
own pictures and add text-to-speech hotspots, 
perfect for students that need familiar pictures to 
help their communication (Stand SN67). 

Integrex 
Integrex is unveiling a new sensory product for 
students to use at home and school. Its range of 
immersive products are designed to suit pupils’ 
specific needs. The product portfolio includes 
interactive height-adjustable and tilting 
plasma systems, interactive learning zones, 
multi-sensory rooms, interactive soft play and 
interactive floor systems (Stand SN30).

Further information
The exhibitors listed here are just a few of the 
600-plus that can be found at Bett 2015. For a 
full list of exhibitors, visit www.bettshow.com
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Resources for the English 
Baccalaureate subjects will 
be in high demand at Bett

With the continued emphasis 
on the English Baccalaureate 
(EBacc) subjects, we profile a few 

companies offering support in these areas.

BrainPOP 
BrainPOP will be showing its range of 
animated, curricular content available in 
English, Spanish, French and Chinese. The 
resources support individual, team, and whole-
class learning. The content is aligned to key 
academic standards, and easily searchable with 
the Curriculum Matching Tool (Stand B200).

Learning Lab
Learning Lab’s FlashSticks bring together 
custom printed sticky notes with a mobile app 
to accelerate learning for foreign languages. The 
notes in each FlashSticks pack show pre-printed 
foreign language words, together with a picture 
and the phonetic spelling. The accompanying 
mobile app shows a native speaker pronouncing 
the word when the matching note is in view. A 
colour-coded system helps learners to remember 
word types and gender (Stand D380). 

Exhibition: The EBacc
NumberGym Software 
NumberGym Software specialises in maths 
software from Foundation to key stage 4, and 
includes “creative open-ended explorations, 
games and challenges” (Stand B555).

Reading Wise
Reading Wise is aimed at the 20 per cent of 
students who struggle with literacy and offers 
online literacy interventions. It is built on eight 
years of work by Victor Lyons, who developed 
a literacy programme that has taught 100,000 
uneducated people in India to read. He will also 
be sharing his experiences in a seminar session 
(Stand SN62).

Eye2eye Software
Eye2eye Software is offering the chance to 
put a “moving panorama wow-factor” into 
your PowerPoints. Its resource features Britain 
mapped out in 1,600 full-screen, 360-degree 
panoramas including 11,000 photos taken for 
education of places commonly taught about in 
geography, history and other subjects  
(Stand A490).

Crick Software
WriteOnline is a word processor, specifically 
designed to support secondary school writing 
tasks. The resource provides struggling writers 
with built-in support tools including speech 

feedback, word prediction, vocabulary banks, 
writing frames and a mind-map creator. 
Teachers are also able to access a Document 
Analysis tool, which gives insight into each 
learner’s writing process. Crick has also released 
the WriteOnline App (Stand D210).

Vernier Software and Technology
Vernier is showing visitors dynamic ways to 
teach science. Alongside Vernier’s data-loggers, 
sensors, experiments and graphing/analysis 
software will be its Graphical Analysis for 
Chromebook. This resource invites students to 
analyse graphs of data collected with Vernier 
LabQuest2 interfaces (Stands B326 and A310).

3P Learning
3P Learning is a provider of digital learning 
resources. Mathletics promotes the love of 
learning maths. Reading Eggs helps children 
learn to read and develop a love of reading, 
with a range of lessons, 1,700 eBooks and 
motivational games. Spellodrome is a digital 
resource that helps children to develop spelling, 
writing and communication (Stand C400).

Mathspace 
Mathspace was winner of the Secondary 
Digital Content Bett Award 2014. The team is 
demonstrating how the system provides step-
by-step immediate feedback for students, as 
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well as instant marking and recording of work 
for teachers. For tablet users, Mathspace’s 
handwriting recognition software enables 
students to write their work (Stand G151).

Learning A-Z
Learning A-Z teacher and student resources 
support reading, writing and science education 
programmes. They include printable books 
and worksheets, and other projectable, online 
interactive and mobile teacher resources  
(Stand A80).

EuroTalk
EuroTalk publishes content for more than 140 
world languages and caters for all ages and 
stages of learning. It focuses on helping learners 
with their listening and speaking skills using 

games and motivating content. The firm will be 
showcasing its new online service for schools, 
which includes a feature that allows teachers 
to input their own content to produce language 
games (Stand F442).

Intrepica
Intrepica is the company behind LiteracyPlanet, 
an English curriculum resource. Teachers are 
able to assign tasks and track achievement, 
while students take on learning targeted at their 
individual needs (Stand G420).

Inner Geek Education
Study Smart GCSE gives access to web-
based, interactive materials for the classroom. 
Resources include lesson starters, plenaries 
and homework tasks, tests with key word 

recognition, and video lessons and activities. Its 
key stage 4 maths pack includes starter, plenary 
and homework tasks for 40 lessons with a 
further 40 to be released at Bett (Stand C547).

Discovery Education 
Espresso Education, which is now Discovery 
Education, is launching Discovery Education 
Secondary, a digital learning service featuring 
curriculum and news content, spanning a wide 
range of subject areas for key stages 3 and 4, 
including the key Progress 8 and EBacc subjects 
(Stand D115).

Further information
The exhibitors listed here are just a few of the 
600-plus that can be found at Bett 2015. For a 
full list of exhibitors, visit www.bettshow.com
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From the School Leaders 
Summit to the Bett 
exhibition, there is plenty on 
offer to school leaders at the 
2015 show

The education space is one which is 
constantly evolving and every school in 
the UK is thinking about how it can deal 

with these changes.
Bett 2015 offers school leaders a balance 

of exhibitors, offering products aligned 
to the senior management team’s areas of 
responsibility, and CPD via its three-day, high-
level School Leaders Summit.

The School Leaders Summit
The School Leaders Summit aims to provide 
guidance and insight to help deal with the many 
issues that senior leadership teams are faced 
with on a daily basis. All sessions are CPD-
certified and we recommend looking at the 
schedule now in order to select and reserve if 
necessary the sessions you wish to attend.

The key themes for Bett 2015 are 
measurement and assessment, SEN changes 
in the curriculum, coping with the transition 
process, financial hurdles, closing the attainment 
gap, empowering pupils and harnessing 
creativity, and the importance of encouraging 
further STEM skills and knowledge.

The Summit will also feature “speed-
networking breaks”, held in a dedicated area 
where keynote speakers will be available to 
chat to. In addition to the Summit, the School 
Business Forum on Friday, January 23, is 
dedicated to school business managers and 
bursars.

The School Leaders Summit opens at 
10:30am on Wednesday, January 21, with a 
20-minute opening address by David Hoare, the 
chairman of Ofsted.

Exhibition
Of course, many of the more than 600 
exhibitors at Bett will be of interest to school 
leaders. It is worth searching the Bett website 
for your specific area of interest, but below we 
have selected a few exhibitors across a range of 
areas that may be worth a visit.

ExamInvigilator
ExamInvigilator is designed to help exams 
officers and invigilators in schools, colleges and 
universities to manage examinations. Whether 
it is a single exam or up to six exams at once, 
ExamInvigilator is designed to add a new level 
of efficiency to your examination process (Stand 
D373).

VS School MIS
VS School MIS is a cloud-based management 
information system, which works across 
multiple platforms and devices. It offers data 
entry, analysis and reporting and other features 
including behaviour management, attendance, 
ePayments, SMS and assessment (Stand E320).

Xirrus
Xirrus is a provider of high performance 
wireless networks. The Xirrus suite of wi-fi 
optimised solutions will be on show at Bett 
(Stand B78).

i-WIGT
i-WIGT is an iPad app developed to help 
leaders and teachers appraise, mentor and 
improve teaching practices. Pulling in national 
and international research, accepted best 
practices, national Ofsted criteria and National 
Teacher Standards, the app was developed with 
teachers to enable identification of areas of 
outstanding practice and areas for improvement 
(Stand C541).

Pupil Aspire
Pupil Aspire supports the allocation and 
evaluation of appropriate interventions over 
time, providing a structured approach to 

Exhibition & CPD: 
Leadership

capturing the pupil and family voice through a 
shared scale. The system comes with a range of 
reports from individual pupil progress to whole-
school provision maps (Stand F509).

WisePay
WisePay will be demonstrating its integrated 
payment, booking and communication services 
for schools (Stand A160).

Lightspeed Systems
Lightspeed Systems partners with schools to 
make learning safe, mobile and collaborative. 
At Bett, it will be showcasing My Big Campus, 
its Learning Management System which is part 
social network, part learning environment, and 
part content management system. It also has 
Mobile Manager, to help make mobile device 
management simple (Stand D180 – or turn to 
page 6 of this guide).

Schools Broadband
Schools Broadband is an internet service 
provider dedicated to education and supplying 
fast, secure and reliable internet services to 
hundreds of schools across the UK. They can 
also provide wi-fi, SIP Trunking, VoIP and 
VPLS services. In 2014, they were awarded 
Best Business Use of Cloud in the ISPA Awards 
(Stand B157).

Computers 4 Africa 
Computers 4 Africa is a registered charity that 
provides a free green solution for IT disposal 
by accepting donations of working PCs and 
IT equipment. Items are refurbished, all 
memory devices are securely data wiped (up 
to InfoSec 5) before being shipped to schools 
and community projects across Africa. To date, 
1.5 million children have accessed IT with 
Computers 4 Africa (Stand G210).

Further information
The exhibitors listed here are just a few of the 
600-plus that can be found at Bett 2015. For a 
full list of exhibitors, visit www.bettshow.com
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stay safe online, than those 
in schools with  “locked 
down” systems.
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